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PREAMBLE71

The Department of Energy (DOE) of the United States government has tasked several Cosmic Visions committees to work with72

relevant communities to make strategic plans for the future experiments in the Cosmic Frontier of the High Energy Physics effort73

within the DOE Office of Science. The Cosmic Visions Dark Energy committee was the most open-ended with a broad effort74

to study periods of accelerated expansion in the Universe, both early and late, using surveys. It has conducted two community75

workshops and produced two white papers [1, 2].76

In [1], the 21-cm cosmology technique was discussed as one possible new observational avenue for the DOE’s dark energy77

program. In the intervening years, an informal 21-cm working group has been working towards charting a science case and the78

research and development (R&D) path towards a successful experimental program. This white paper summarizes the work of79

this group to date.80

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY81

In the next decade, two flagship DOE dark energy projects will be nearing completion: (i) DESI, a highly multiplexed optical82

spectrograph capable of measuring spectra of 4000 objects simultaneously on the 4m Mayall telescope; and (ii) LSST, a 3 Gpixel83

camera on a new 8m-class telescope in Chile, enabling an extreme wide-field imaging survey to 27th magnitude in six filters.84

DESI will perform a redshift survey of 20-30 million galaxies and quasars to z ∼ 2.5 to measure the expansion history of the85

Universe using baryon acoustic oscillations [3] in the matter power spectrum. Prominent among LSST’s science goals are the86

study of dark energy/dark matter through gravitational lensing, galaxy and galaxy cluster correlations, and supernovae.87

This white paper proposes a post-DESI, post-LSST dark energy program based on intensity mapping of the redshifted 21-cm88

emission line from neutral hydrogen out to z ∼ 6 at radio frequencies. This will quadruple the volume of the Universe surveyed89

following the optical programs, providing a percent-level measurement of the expansion history to redshift z ∼ 6 and thereby90

opening a window for new physics beyond the concordance ΛCDM model, as well as significantly improving precision on91

standard cosmological parameters. In addition, dark energy precision parameters and new physics will be powerfully enhanced92

by multiple cross-correlations with the optical surveys and cosmic microwave background measurements.93

The rich dataset produced by a 21-cm intensity mapping instrument will be simultaneously useful in exploring the time-94

domain physics of fast radio transients and pulsars, potentially in live “multi-messenger” coincidence with other observatories.95

The core Dark Energy/Inflation science advances enabled by this program are the following1:96

• Measure the properties of dark energy in the pre-acceleration era at percent level, providing an unprecedented window for97

new physics.98

• Observe, or constrain, the presence of inflationary relics in the primordial power spectrum, improving existing constraints99

by an order of magnitude.100

• Observe, or constrain primordial non-Gaussianity to unprecendented precision using bi-spectra across wide volumes,101

improving constraints on several key numbers by an order of magnitude.102

Detailed mapping of the enormous, and still largely unexplored, volume of space observable in the mid-redshift z ∼ 2− 6 range103

range will thus provide unique and unprecedented information on fundamental questions of vacuum energy.104

The field of 21-cm intensity mapping is currently in its infancy. Intensity mapping experiments now underway or proposed105

fall into two main classes: those targeting the so-called “Epoch of Reionization” at redshift 7 - 20, and those attempting to106

observe in the low-redshift range where dark energy begins to dominate the expansion rate around redshift ∼ 1. In addition,107

there are currently operating and proposed large-aperture, high angular resolution radio telescopes targeting a range of redshifts108

with a limited field of view, appropriate for observations of individual astrophysical objects. The program proposed here will109

fill the redshift gap for intensity mapping experiments, overlap in survey area with precursor experiments, and take advantage of110

their progress in addressing the challenges of beam calibration, receiver stability, and foreground component separation. Early111

science results and operation practicalities from all of these programs will inform the design decisions for the next-generation112

21-cm survey.113

In this document we lay out a long-term program in three overall stages (see Table II). Stage 1 will consist of targeted R&D,114

finalizing and elaborating the science case and collaboration building, which we foresee as the main activities through the early115

2020’s. This time frame will also see first-generation dedicated intensity mapping experiments release their first datasets. This116

work will enable Stage 2, the construction and operation of a new US-led, dedicated radio facility to accomplish the science117

1 See Section 2 for quantitative forecasts.
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mission centered on HI intensity mapping in the z = 2 − 6 range, starting in the mid-2020’s and running through the early118

2030’s. The promises and challenges of this Stage 2 experiment are the main subject of this paper, see Sections 2 and 3. We119

currently designate Stage 3 to refer to an aspirational but currently speculative program of extending HI intensity to map the120

pre-stellar “Dark Ages” at z & 30, which could begin in the 2030s; see Section 4 for discussion and physics promise.121

A cost-effective approach to achieving these science goals is now possible thanks to the explosive growth of wireless com-122

munications technology enabled by mass-produced digital RF microelectronics and software-defined radio techniques. It is safe123

to assume that these electronic components will continue to decline in price over the years leading to a construction project. In124

contrast, detectors for optical telescopes use specialty silicon fabrication technologies which do not benefit from Moore’s law125

scaling: we have seen very little decrease in price per pixel over several decades. Moreover, the current generation of optical126

experiments is pushing the boundaries of what can be built with current optical technology. A new optical instrument with a127

considerable increase in etendue to succeed LSST and DESI will require not only tremendous resources but also significant128

investment in R&D to build optical components. Therefore, we argue that a highly-scaled next-generation survey instrument129

will be far more practical in the radio than in the optical domain.130

MW: There is also the optics problem. Things like LSST and DESI are at the limit of what optics is buildable. Scaling131

to a larger aperture with a larger focal plane requires lenses nobody knows how to make. [AS:I’ve added sentence after132

“Moreover”]133

Expertise within the DOE OHEP network can be leveraged to address the needs of the 21-cm program. The principal reasons134

why this program naturally belongs to the DOE program is not only that the science goals addresses topics that are traditionally in135

the cosmic frontier of the DOE OHEP, but also that the the difficulty in this measurements calls for an approach involving a single136

large collaborations tightly integrated with experimental design and construction. This way of operating has been a traditional137

strength of the DOE program. There are also concrete synergies at the level of existing expertise within DOE, namely: RF138

analog and digital technique for accelerator control and diagnostics, comprehensive detector calibration methodology, high-139

throughput, high-capacity data acquisition and large-scale computing for simulations and data analysis. These are coupled140

with management-side capabilities, including facility operations (with partner agencies) and management of large-scale detector141

construction projects.142

From the standpoint of both physics return and engineering feasibility, we believe that a strong case can be made for including143

a large scale 21-cm intensity mapping experiment in the DOE’s Cosmic Frontier program in the late 2020’s timeframe.144
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1. INTRODUCTION145

1. Overview and Scientific Promise146

The 2014 Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel (P5) report “Building for Discovery” contained five goals, of which147

three are amenable to study through cosmological probes. These three are: i) pursue the physics associated with neutrino mass;148

ii) identify the new physics of dark matter; and iii) understand cosmic acceleration: dark energy and inflation. New knowledge149

in cosmology that will help us address these topics is acquired by mapping and studying ever increasing volumes of the Universe150

with improved precision and systematics control. No cosmological theory can predict the location of individual galaxies or151

cosmic voids, but such theories can predict the statistical properties of the observed fields, such as correlation functions and152

their evolution with redshift. Studying fluctuations in the gravitational potential and associated density contrast across space and153

time thus forms the bedrock of cosmological analysis. Since cosmological constraints are inherently statistical, measurements154

over increased cosmological volume will improve current bounds. Past galaxy surveys at optical wavelengths have explored155

Large Scale Structure (LSS) over increasingly large cosmological volumes; however, this approach faces practical limits in the156

number of high redshift galaxies that can be observed per unit time. To extract the full statistical volume available for further157

constraining dark energy a new, higher-throughput technique is required.158

In this report we advocate a novel technique: 3D mapping of cosmic structure using the aggregate emission of many galaxies159

in the (redshifted) 21-cm line of neutral hydrogen as a tracer of the overall matter field. Although currently less mature than160

optical techniques, we will argue that the coming decade is an ideal time to make large 21-cm surveys a reality. Such surveys161

will allow us to probe to higher redshifts with higher effective source number densities for a smaller investment. They scale162

better in cost by relying on Moore’s law in a way that optical surveys cannot. However, these methods need to be developed and163

validated and this document aims to set the roadmap for this research.164

In the field of low-redshift 21-cm cosmology, one attempts to measure the fluctuations in the number density of galaxies165

across space. Each galaxy typically emits at many wavelengths: optical emission is mostly integrated star light, while at low RF166

frequencies they shine in synchrotron radiation and also the 21-cm line of neutral hydrogen. For instance, our own Milky Way167

galaxy observed in 21-cm has the appearance in Figure 1. 21-cm emission comes from the (hyperfine) transition of electrons168

from the triplet to the singlet spin state. In this process a photon of wavelength 21.11 cm is emitted which, by virtue of its169

narrow linewidth and isolation from other features, can be readily and unambiguously identified in the galaxy’s radio spectrum.170

Hence, a single line at low RF frequency in a galaxy spectrum can be identified with the 21-cm transition and the galaxy’s redshift171

determined with pinpoint accuracy. In the intensity mapping technique, the intention is not to resolve individual galaxies. Instead,172

one designs radio interferometers with angular resolution limited to scales relevant for studying the large-scale structure traced173

by those galaxies. In each 3D resolution element (voxel), given by the coarse angular pixel and considerably finer frequency174

resolution, emission from many galaxies is averaged to boost the signal-to-noise. The primary obstacle is removing synchrotron175

radiation foreground from our own galaxy, which is relatively intense but smooth in frequency. This is schematically illustrated176

in Figure 3.177

All neutral hydrogen in the universe below redshift of z ∼ 150 is in principle amenable to 21-cm observations. This includes178

the large volume before the first luminous objects were created. This corresponds to tremendous amounts of volume as we179

illustrate in the Figure 2. In this white paper we mostly focus on the era after reionization, at redshifts lower than z ∼ 6,180

where the 21-cm signal is a theoretically well-understood tracer of cosmic structure and any science amenable to study through181

statistics of cosmic fields can be studied using this technique. We will also discuss the signal from the “Dark Ages” (Section 1 7)182

whose observations should be an aspirational goal once the technique matures.183

2. Primary Science Drivers184

This is driven by the following high-priority science objectives, which are deeply connected to some of the biggest problems185

in fundamental physics:186

A1. Measure the properties of dark energy in the pre-acceleration era at percent level. We will measure the
energy density in the dark energy component with the precision of X% at redshift z > 2. In the pre-acceleration era,
it is very difficult to measure the energy density in dark energy, because the total energy density and thus expansion
history of the Universe is dominated by the matter density. [SF: Should say here why the S2 experiment can do the
measurements, despite the difficulty just mentioned.] However, the pre-acceleration era is precisely where deviations
caused by a dynamical scalar field are likely to be the largest as the field changes from tracking Daan: ? to behavior to
exponential acceleration. LN also echoes Daan’s ?: maybe we can make this general like: Dynamical dark energy models
based on extentions to particle physics predict unique time dependence of the expansion in this era, and so measurements
from 21cm instruments of this epoch can be used to confirm and rule out these classes of models. Or something.
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FIG. 1. Galaxies are rich in neutral hydrogen. The Milky Way galaxy in 21-cm is shown here. Data are from the HI4PI survey [4]; colors
represent relative velocity of the gas.
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FIG. 2. Plotted is a 2D representation of the observable universe where the area is proportional to the comoving volume and the distance from
center monotonically increases with distance from Earth. Different epochs are color coded: the epoch of galaxies (z < 6) red; the epoch of
reionization (6 < z < 20) orange; the dark ages (20 < z < 700) gray; the epoch of the last scattering (700 < z < 1300) cyan; and the early
universe (z > 1300) pink. The volume surveyed by various current experiments with dense redshift space sampling are outlined, including
the DESI optical spectroscopic survey of galaxies (white) and quasars (white dashed); an HI intensity mapping surveys of the intergalactic
medium during the epoch of reionization HERA (green) and HI intensity mapping surveys of galaxies: CHIME or Tianlai (cyan), HIRAX
(yellow) and the stage 2 (S-2) project proposed here.
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FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of 21-cm emission spectrum in a resolution element.

A2. Constrain inflationary relics in the shape of features present in the primordial power spectrum. We will
measure the precise shape of the primordial matter power spectrum at precision that will exceed DESI [SF: Equal DESI?
It sounds funny to say exceed, and then exceed by order of magnitude] at k = 0.02h/Mpc and exceed it at over order
of magnitude at k = 0.5h/Mpc. Sharp features in the primordial matter power spectrum survive mild non-linear evolution
and biasing and are generically predicted in some inflationary models.

A3. Constrain the equilateral and orthogonal non-Gaussian bispectrum with unprecedented precision σ(f equil.
NL ) =

XX , σ(fortho.
NL ) = Y Y . Primordial non-Gaussianities are one of the very few ways in which we can learn about the

epoch of inflation and are generically predicted for non-minimal inflationary models. The large number of well-measured
modes from the volume accessible to this survey will allow us to constrain the non-Gaussianity of the primordial fields.
Squeezed, equilateral and folded bi-spectrum triangle configurations are all amenable to being constrained using high red-
shift surveys of LSS, but equilateral and folded triangles are especially competitive given less pronounced non-linearities
at higher redshift.

The main goals outlined above directly follow from the ability of 21-cm emission to directly measure numerous linear modes187

with essentially no tracer shot-noise. Such an experiment will provide new capabilities that might open completely new, for now188

unforeseen windows.189

3. Science capabilities enabled by a large-scale 21cm experiment190

In pursuing the primary science drivers listed above, we will need to build an instrument with high spectral resolution, a191

broad bandwidth, unprecedented sensitivity, and exquisite instrumental stability. These characteristics represent a giant leap in192

cosmological survey capability in the radio, and will enable a range of new scientific applications – including the potential to193

open completely new windows that are unforeseen at present. [SF: Last part is redundant with previous paragraph]194

In the following, we list some of the new capabilities that will be enabled by an experiment of the scale envisioned in this195

document:196

197

B1. Measure the expansion history to the percent level out to z = 6. This will extend the measurements performed by198

DESI, LSST and other optical precursor experiments deep into the pre-acceleration era.199

200
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B2. Quadruple the observed volume at an increased fidelity. The volume between z = 2 and z = 6 is approximately201

three times the volume between z = 0 and z = 2. 21-cm intensity mapping can probe this volume with a very high effective202

number of sources, leading to a large increase in the number of available linear modes. MW: Does this factor of 3 include203

redshifting of knl? Have we defined ‘modes’ to mean ‘Fourier modes’ already?204

205

B3. Constrain models of modified gravity. When combined with additional observations, the 21-cm data will also provide206

measurements of the growth of fluctuations in the universe at high redshifts. Such measurements can, in principle, distinguish207

between dynamical dark energy and modified gravity.208

209

B4. Measure modes not directly present in survey. Couplings between different modes of the cosmic density field will210

allow us to reconstruct modes that are not directly present in the survey through their effects on the observed small-scale modes.211

In particular, the tidal effect of large-scale modes on the small-scale power will give access to the large-scale modes (which212

may otherwise be obscured by foregrounds in certain scenarios). Furthermore, gravitational lensing effects on small scales will213

provide information about lower-redshift structure. Three-dimensional 21-cm observations will provide several source “screens”214

for lensing analyses; the signal to noise of a joint analyses of all such screens will exceed that for CMB-S4 lensing reconstruction215

in cross-correlation.216

217

B5. Improve measurements of the standard cosmological parameters, including neutrino mass, radiation content of218

the early universe, and curvature. 21-cm observations can, in conjunction with other synergistic measurements, aid in con-219

straining the standard cosmological parameters. In particular, we should achieve an independent detection of neutrino mass and220

constrain the radiation content to within a factor of few of the guaranteed correction due to electron-positron annihilation.221

222

B6. Directly detect the expansion of the Universe. The Universe expands at the Hubble rate and in principle this expansion223

can be detected over a length scale of a decade. The advantage of radio observations is that the clocks stable enough to drive the224

digitization circuits at the required time stability are nearly off-the-shelf equipment.225

226

B7. Explore modified gravity using pulsars. The same instrument that can be used for cosmology will also be able to227

observe numerous pulsars and study general relativity through precision changes in pulsar timings. MW: Explore MG or ‘study’228

GR?229

230

B8. Explore physics of fast radio bursts (FRBs). This instrument will also detect numerous FRBs. The physics of FRBs is231

currently poorly understood, but in some models they could act as standard candles, opening another possible window into the232

expansion history of the universe.233

234

These scientific possibilities are elaborated further in Section 2.235

4. Advantages over optical surveys236

Optical galaxy surveys are now a mature observational tool, having gone from pioneering surveys of a few thousand galaxies,237

through definitive detections of cosmological clustering signals like baryon acoustic oscillations, to now routinely producing238

precision cosmological constraints. This successive, multi-generational development path continues, as next-generation ex-239

periments like DESI are poised to improve over current experiments by an order of magnitude in depth, and by pushing to240

significantly higher redshifts.241

The 21cm intensity mapping technique is much earlier along its development track, and must yet pass through a series of242

milestones before it can be considered truly competitive with optical surveys. The technique holds several inherent advantages243

over traditional optical surveys however, which will become especially important as physical constraints slow and eventually244

stall the further development of optical surveys in the future:245

246

Full 3D information: In optical experiments, one is forced to observe individual galaxies, because if one took spectra in247

coarse pixels such as those used in 21-cm, the signal would be dominated by starlight and sky-glow. Intensity mapping in optical248

might be possible from space and probably only in cross-correlation to avoid mixing from interloper lines. This means that a249

typical optical experiment must first detect target objects in a photometric optical survey, select objects of interest based on their250

broadband fluxes and then measure redshifts of individual objects before making the full resolution map of galaxy positions. In251

other words, a survey must choose between being a photometric survey like LSST that gets all galaxies (up to certain magnitude252

limit), but loses the majority of the radial information, or being a spectroscopic survey like DESI that gets full spectra for a253

subset of galaxies, but loses the precision that comes with sheer number of galaxies. On the other hand, 21-cm intensity maps254

directly measure the full 3D structure, without the limitations in redshift accuracy or number density that affect photometric255
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or spectroscopic samples. LN suggests: Optical galaxy surveys are inefficient and have to choose between surveying a huge256

sample of galaxies at low redshift resolution (photometric) or surveying a subset of selected galaxies at high redshift resolution257

(spectroscopic). The result are surveys that either lose radial information because they have poor redshift resolution, or statistics258

because they have fewer galaxies they can measure. 21-cm provides an avenue to do both simultaneously, allowing an efficient259

mapping of 3D structure and a path towards an cost-effective survey at high redshift that is untenable with optical telescopes.260

261

Negligible shot noise: Any point tracer of large-scale structure suffers from the fact that we are sampling a continuous field262

using a finite number of objects. This Poisson component, also known as shot-noise, acts as a source of noise in any statistics263

derived from the field. To reduce it, one needs to take spectra of more objects, but most often there simply are not any more264

objects up to a given flux limit. In 21-cm observations we are measuring integrated intensity from all objects down the very small265

and faint objects and are only limited by continuous sources of noise (sky noise and thermal amplifier noise). Consequently, the266

noise on 21-cm measurements can be improved by longer observations (or bigger array) with a strict t−1/2 scaling. MW: Is this267

true even at z ≥ 4?268

269

Better scaling towards higher redshift: Optical measurements become increasingly difficult as the redshift range of surveys270

is pushed toward the more distant universe. First, observations must be performed in the infrared, where they suffer from271

brighter sky that has many more sky-lines, which are also more variable than in the optical. Second, the infra-red detectors272

are more expensive and less efficient than optical CCDs (charge coupled devices). Third, the objects themselves are fewer in273

number and fainter, since we are observing a younger universe. In radio, the primary limitation is from foreground emission,274

however the same foreground removal techniques vetted by previous generations of 21-cm experiments can be applied because275

the foregrounds do not fundamentally change across the redshift ranges of interest. In addition, at higher redshift, the same276

bandwidth covers more cosmic volume and requirements on reflector surface accuracy, etc. become less demanding. In short,277

unlike optical surveys, extending 21-cm observations towards higher redshift are not intrinsically more difficult than measure-278

ments at lower redshift.279

280

It’s cheaper for the same survey size: One of the main advantages of the 21-cm technology is that it benefits from Moore’s281

law in a way that other observing techniques do not. For example, the technology that goes into optical telescopes, such as282

lenses, is not getting cheaper with time. While CCDs are becoming sensitive over an increasing frequency range and with ever283

increasing die size and pixel count, the actual cost per pixel has not decreased significantly over the past few decades and the284

quantum efficiency of these devices has been close to unity for some time now. However, the cost of the main tools of radio285

frequency interferometry, such as network bandwidth and correlators keeps decreasing with time. In fact, it is conceivable that286

within the next 30 years, these costs would become negligible and the cost of 21-cm experiments would be dominated by cost287

of mechanical parts (reflector dishes, etc.) and infrastructure (land, wiring, etc.). However, we are currently still in the limit at288

which building costs for an equivalent experiment decrease on year time-scales. MW: There is also a ‘buildability’ problem for289

large optical systems (unless they move to reflective surfaces) which is not present for us.290

291

It is therefore natural to consider large 21-cm experiments as the next stage in our exploration of the post-recombination292

universe. It offers several important advantages over optical surveys and is perhaps the most cost-effective way of mapping truly293

large swaths of the universe.294

5. Current State of the Art295

21-cm cosmology has only been made possible recently through developments in infrastructure to achieve correlations at full296

bandwidth (e.g. high-throughput computing and commodification of low noise radio-frequency technology) at the necessary297

scale. Tools and techniques have been developing rapidly and the first steps towards extracting cosmological information from298

21-cm observations have already been demonstrated.299

The first detection of the redshifted 21-cm emission in the intensity mapping regime was achieved by Chang et al. in 2010 [5].300

The redshifted 21cm intensity mapping 3D field, obtained from the Green Bank Telescope (GBT) 800 MHz receiver, spans the301

redshift range of z = 0.53 to 1.12 and overlaps with 10,000 galaxies in the DEEP2 survey [6] in spatial and redshift distributions.302

This enabled a cross-correlation measurement on 9h−1 Mpc scales at a 4-σ significance level. On large scales, the amplitude303

of the cross-correlation constrains the value of ΩHIbHIr, the combination of the cosmic HI abundance ΩHI, the effective bias of304

21-cm emission bHI, and the stochasticity parameter r between the optical and 21cm as tracers of the underlying density field,305

where 0 < r ≤ 1, and the DEEP2 galaxy bias is assumed known [7].306

This cross-correlation detection is significant as it verifies that the 21cm intensity field at z ∼ 1 correlates with and thus traces307

the distribution of optical galaxies, which are known tracers of the underlying matter distribution. It is also a proof of concept308

for the intensity mapping technique to establish it as a viable tool for studies of large-scale structure.309

A continuing observing campaign to expand the GBT 21cm IM survey in both sensitivity and spatial coverage has yielded two310

9



Name Optimized Steerable Type Elements Redshift First light

Existing w data:
GBT N Y Single Dish 1 ∼0.8 2009

Dedicated experiments:
CHIME Y N Cylinder Interferometer 4 cyl x 256 dual-pol feeds 0.75 – 2.5 2017
HIRAX Y limited Dish Interferometer 1024 6m dishes, dual-pol 0.75 – 2 2020

TianLai Dish Y Y Dish Interferometer 16 6m dishes, dual-pol 0 – 1.5 2016
TianLai Cylinder Y N Cylinder Interferometer 3 cyl x 32 dual-pol feeds 0 – 1.5 2016

OWFA N Y Cylinder Interferometer 1056 single-pol ∼ 3.35 2019(??)[AS:check]
BINGO Y N Single Dish ∼60 0.12 – 0.45 2020

Dedicated R&D:
BMX Y N S. Dish + Interferometer 4×4m off-axis, dual-pol 0 – 0.3 2017

Non-dedicated:
MeerKAT N Y Single-Dish 64 13.5m dishes, dual-pol 0 – 1.4 2016
SKA-MID N Y Single-Dish ∼ 200 15m dishes, dual-pol 0 – 3 2023

Proposed Here:
Stage 2 Y limited Interferometer 65,536 6m dishes, dual-pol 2 – 6 2030

TABLE I. List of current and planned experiments. In the “First light” column we mean first light for 21cm observations for non-dedicated
experiments. In the “Optimized” column we note whether the telescope has been design with intensity mapping as primary scientific goal.
HIRAX is steerable, but only using human intervention. For SKA-MID dishes will likely be used in a single-dish mode with intereferometeric
capability used only for gain calibration. Daan: Should we mention the NCLE (NETHERLANDS-CHINA LOW-FREQUENCY EXPLORER
? This is a pathfinder that will be sent to the moon this month. From their website: “The NCLE baseline design concept involves 3 co-located,
orthogonal, monopole antenna elements, each of 5 meters in length”. Operation frequencies are 1-80MHz. So everything z ≥ 18.

subsequent publications: An updated cross-power spectrum at z ∼ 0.8 [8] between 21cm and optical galaxies in the WiggleZ311

survey [9], and an upper limit on the 21cm auto-power spectrum [10], have been reported. Combining the cross- and auto-312

power spectrum measurements yields a ∼3-σ measurement on the combination of the cosmic HI abundance ΩHI and bias bHI313

parameters, ΩHIbHI = 0.62+0.23
−0.15 × 10−3 [10]. Further analysis of 800 hours of GBT observations taken during 2010-2015 is314

currently on-going.315

There are currently five major experiments that are attempting to measure LSS with the 21-cm intensity mapping technique316

with dedicated instrumentation: CHIME in Canada, HIRAX in South Africa, Tianlai in China, OWFA in India, and BINGO, a317

UK experiment situated in Uruguay. In addition, there are several smaller efforts dedicated to R&D, such as BMX at Brookhaven318

National Laboratory and PAON at Nançay in France. We list the main properties of these instruments in Table I. The success of319

these small-scale experiments will teach us about the viability of the technique. CHIME is the most advanced and has recently320

upgraded from a prototype to the full instrument. It consists of 4 cylindrical radio antennas with no moving parts, observing321

the entire accessible sky which passes above it as the Earth rotates. It operates from 400-800 MHz, equivalent to mapping LSS322

between redshift z =0.75 to 2.5. We expect first results from CHIME in the next 3 years, which should include foreground323

removal or mitigation techniques for intensity mapping measurements of LSS in 21-cm emission.324

Another experiment often mentioned in this context is the SKA (Square Kilometer Array). As we discuss later in the text, the325

SKA is not optimized for intensity mapping examined in this document and does not represent a direct competitor for this field.326

Therefore it does not present an obstacle to DOE for entry into this field.327

In figure 4, we plot the same information as Table I, but compressed into in a figure of merit analogous to optical etendue
measure:

FoM = collecting area× number of receiving elements× bandwidth . (1)

Such a quantity cannot convey the full complexity of the experiments’ abilities: for example, a compact interferometric array328

with the same figure of merit will in general perform better and the survey speed at the same figure of merit will be lower at329

higher redshifts due to increased sky noise. Nevertheless, it is a rough proxy of instrument capability Daan: and visualizes the330

impressive improvement for a Stage 2 intensity mapping experiment envisioned in this paper –for this particular usage pattern.331
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FIG. 4. Representation of improvements from current-generation to future proposed experiments in a figure of merit analogous to optical
etendue measure: collecting area × number of receiving elements × bandwidth. See text for discussion.

6. Cosmic Dawn and Epoch of Reionization measurements332

21 cm techniques have been used for studying the Cosmic Dawn and the Epoch of Reionization (EoR) at redshifts around333

z ∼ 6 to 30. During these periods, first-generation stars and galaxies were formed, and a number of experiments such as HERA334

[11], PAPER [12], LOFAR [13], MWA [14], and GMRT [15] are seeking to make the first measurements of how these first335

luminous objects affected the large-scale distribution and ionization state of hydrogen. While these efforts target a currently336

unexplored phase of galaxy formation, they do not have P5 goals as primary science and thus we are not proposing these for337

consideration by the DOE. However, they do have an indirect relevance to the goals outlined in this roadmap, for two reasons.338

First, these experiments may detect signatures of exotic physics that are relevant to P5 goals, provided these signatures cannot339

be easily be explained by ΛCDM, even when allowing for extreme astrophysical scenarios. Second, these experiments face340

many of the same technical challenges as the experiments proposed in this roadmap, and thus any breakthroughs on either side341

in instrumentation, observation, or data analysis will be mutually beneficial.342

A prime example of possible exotic physics would be the recent results from the EDGES experiment [16]. EDGES has343

recently claimed a first detection of a large dip in spectral energy distribution of the cosmic radio monopole at around 78MHz,344

corresponding to z ∼ 17 if this is due to the 21 cm line. While such an absorption feature is predicted by most theories of Cosmic345

Dawn, the dip measured by EDGES is anomalously large, implying hydrogen gas that is considerably cooler than is allowed346

by ΛCDM or an additional source of background besides the CMB [17]. This discovery has yet to be confirmed, and there are347

some serious concerns related to the foreground modeling [18]. However, if true, it would present a remarkable measurement348

which has already generated considerable interest within the high-energy physics community. The EDGES result, if validated,349

could potentially point to the first hints of interactions between baryons and the dark sector [19–25], or place constraints on350

the primordial power spectrum [26], relic neutrino decays [27], dark energy [28, 29], axions [30–32], interactions between dark351

matter and dark energy [33], dark matter annihilations [34–36], decaying dark matter [37], primordial black holes [37, 38], fuzzy352

dark matter [39], and warm dark matter [22, 40, 41].353

Fundamentally, a 21 cm experiment aims to make large, three-dimensional maps of the distribution hydrogen, regardless of354

the epoch it is probing. Thus, breakthroughs with Cosmic Dawn and EoR experiments also represent breakthroughs for any ex-355

periment described within this roadmap. In this respect, discoveries like the EDGES result (again, provided it is confirmed) are356

significant steps forward. A confirmed EDGES detection would be analogous to the first measurements of the CMB blackbody357

spectrum, while follow-up measurements of the spatial fluctuations of the 21 cm line would be analogous to the first measure-358

ments of CMB anisotropies. Just as with the CMB, such measurements would herald the beginning of a new workhorse probe359

of cosmology.360
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FIG. 5. The 21-cm monopole intensity through cosmic times (plot adatped from [42]).

7. Dark Ages: the ultimate goal361

In this document we have so far talked about the 21-cm intensity mapping as mapping of the aggregate emission from many362

unresolved galaxies. However, this is a correct picture only in the universe at redshifts lower than z . 6, where the universe is363

mostly ionized with a few pockets of neutral hydrogen residing in galaxies.364

After recombination2 of hydrogen, when the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) was created at redshifts around z ∼365

1150, the universe was completely neutral. In particular, neutral hydrogen was formed. As matter continued to cluster in the366

post-recombination universe, peaks in the matter density were enhanced and eventually led to the formation of the first generation367

of stars and galaxies, which emitted radiation capable of reionizing the ambient neutral hydrogen. Between recombination and368

reionization, there is thus a high-redshift epoch that is ideal for the cosmological mapping of density fluctuations through 21 cm369

intensity mapping, during which hydrogen is neutral and and traces the overall matter distribution.370

Several astrophysical details prevent the mapping of density fluctuations over the entire redshift range from recombination371

and reionization. For instance, when z & 150, residual free electrons from recombination provide a coupling between the CMB372

and the temperature of the hydrogen gas through Compton scattering. In turn, collisions drive the spin temperature (which373

quantifies the relative number of hydrogen atoms in the ground versus the excited hyperfine state) Daan: Should we not have a374

recap of the physics of the spin temperature before everything else? Just 2-3 equations? to the gas temperature. With the CMB375

temperature in equilibrium with the spin temperature, there is no net absorption or emission from the 21 cm line, and therefore376

no signal to observe. At z ∼ 150, Compton scattering becomes inefficient. The spin temperature and the gas temperature remain377

coupled to one another, but together decouple from the CMB temperature. The gas then cools as (1 + z)−2, in contrast with378

the CMB’s cooling as a (1 + z)−1, which results in a net absorption signal. This continues until z ∼ 30, at which point the379

neutral hydrogen is sufficiently dilute that the collisional coupling between the gas temperature and the spin temperature become380

ineffective. Direct absorption of emission of 21 cm photons then couples the CMB temperature to the spin temperature once381

again, and the signal disappears.382

This provides a redshift window in the range 30 . z . 150 where 21 cm intensity mapping could be used to provide large-383

scale maps of density fluctuations. There are several advantages to doing so. First, the regime is too high in redshift for the first384

luminous objects to have formed yet, and therefore the signal is driven by cosmology rather than astrophysics. Second, the signal385

is not Silk damped, and thus density perturbations can in principle be mapped to extremely fine scales Daan: with perhaps the386

Jeans scale being the only limitation. Third, these small-scale structures are still in the linear regime at such redshifts, making387

theoretical modeling efforts considerably simpler than analogous efforts for z ∼ 0 galaxy surveys. Finally, the volume of our388

observable Universe that falls in the range 30 . z . 150 is substantial, leading to exquisite statistical errors on parameters. We389

will revisit all these opportunities in more detail in Section 4390

[AS: TODO for ACLIU. Done! But probably needs references].391

8. Practical Challenges392

There are several known issues for achieving 21-cm cosmology goals compared to traditional galaxy surveys. These call for393

a coherent development plan that will allow this technique to reach its full potential. We stress that the challenges are in the394

2 Recombination is really a misnomer for this epoch since protons and electrons were never combined before. Primordial combination might be a more
appropriate phrase.
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Stage 1: Post-Reionization
Pathfinders (0 < z < 2) Early R
& D

Stage 2: Post-Reionization Ex-
periment (2 < z < 6)

Stage 3: Dark Ages Exp’t (30 <
z < 150)

Context

2018-
2020

Decadal Survey submission & com-
munity building

LSST/DESI ongoing, Stage
1 (CHIME) first results

2020-
2025

Vibrant R&D based on test beds,
numerical work, participation in
Stage 1 Pathfinders

LSST/DESI ongoing, Stage
1 (HIRAX, Tianlai) first
results, P5 submission,
Decadal Survey results, P5
results, SKA online

2025-
2030

Firm science case and optimum ex-
periment configuration

Collaboration forming and CD0/1 LSST/DESI ending, SKA
results expected

2030-
2035

Construction, start of data taking Feasibility study, preliminary
design

?

2035 -
2040

Data taking & analysis Construction ?

2040 - Data taking ?

TABLE II. Roadmap of proposed 21-cm cosmology program. [PT: Should we choose a different name for ‘Post-Reionization Expt’s’? Clarify
connection to existing Stage 1 experiments? Enumerate phases after CD0/1?]

instrument and not fundamental to the signal – with sufficient care, we can build a calibrated system that will be dominated by395

statistical rather than systematic errors. These complications and our suggested mitigation for a successful survey are:396

• Loss of small-k‖ modes. The foreground radiation is orders of magnitude brighter than the signal, but spectrally smooth.397

Thus, the signal can be isolated but only for modes whose frequency along the line of sight (k‖) is sufficiently large. As a398

consequence, the low-k‖ modes are lost and this precludes direct cross-correlation with tomographic tracers such as weak399

lensing. However, as we discuss, these modes can be reconstructed from their coupling to the measurable small-scale400

modes, with non-trivial precision for a sufficiently aggressive system.401

• The foreground wedge. A frequency varying source at the phase-center of a radio interferometer cannot be distinguished402

from a monochromatic source off the phase-center for a single interferometric baseline. This effect is known as a fore-403

ground wedge, since it imposes a wedge-like cut on the Fourier plane of modes that are naturally “clean” (cannot be404

contaminated by foregrounds even for a source at the horizon). This problem becomes more important at higher redshift405

and is acute for epoch of reionization experiments. We note that there is nothing fundamental about this problem: a well406

calibrated system with sufficient baseline coverage can in principle perfectly separate the foregrounds from the signal even407

inside the wedge. The problem is therefore primarily a technical challenge rather than a fundamental limitation. Daan:408

Should we cite this paper [43].409

• The mean signal is not measured. Because the mean signal is not measured, the redshift-space distortions are related to410

the growth parameter fσ8 via an unknown constant. Therefore, in absence of additional information, the 21-cm observa-411

tions cannot use the redshift-space distortions as a direct probe of growth. However, there are several ways to go around412

this problem as we discuss later in the text. Most promising is to use cross-correlations or directly quantify the mean413

signal from a statistical sample of hydrogen systems (damped Lyman-α (DLA) and high column-density (HCD) systems)414

in the Lyman-α forest.415

These issues need to be studied in detail, both in theoretical terms and through a vigorous experimental program. We argue416

that major US agencies should support this program in order to allow truly competitive experiments to become reality in the417

coming decades.418

9. Roadmap419

This white paper argues for a long-term development of the 21-cm cosmology program in the USA, led by Department of420

Energy but working in conjuction with other agencies where shared science warrants cooperation. In particular, a similar model421

to that of LSST is envisioned, in which DOE takes up particular aspects of the development which are well matched to its422

expertise and a collaborating agency takes over some of the other aspects that might not be an optimal fit for the DOE. To this423

end, we argue for a staged approach that includes three nominal steps leading to a Dark Ages experiment, as outlined in Table II.424

• Our first step in the roadmap is an era of vigorous research and development, probably in conjuction with a small-scale425

test-bed experiment. During this stage, the following should be accomplished:426
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– Refine the scientific reach of Stage 2 experiment. In Chapter 2 we start this process by describing some of the427

most exciting science that is achievable using a strawman design. The design of the instrument should be driven by428

science and not the other way round, but in practice one needs to start with a given design to see the ballpark science429

achivable and then iterate until a convincing science-driven experiment design emerges. Our Chapter 2 is the first430

step in this direction.431

– Advocate for support from major scientific commissions. In particular, the 2020s Astronomy and Astrophysics432

Decadal Survey and the next P5 report will need to strongly endorse this technique to keep it a viable option.433

– Resolve technical challenges. There are numerous technical challenges in particular in terms of calibration and data434

analysis. We suggest a two-pronged approach: first to benefit from the experience of current-generation experiments435

in mitigating these challenges, and second to support instrumentation development and theoretical progress using a436

combination of computer simulations, lab experiments, and small, dedicated path-finder instruments. We describe437

this program in greater detail in Section 3.438

– Optimize a Stage 2 instrument configuration. Parameters like redshift range, number of elements and their optical439

designs, calibration schemes, etc. can crucially affect scientific outcome. We will refine and optimize the array440

parameters to both minimize the systematic effects and maximize possible science.441

– Maintain flexibility in approach If LSST or DESI find hints of new physics, our work will reflect that. Daan: I442

guess it does not have to be new physics as you mention below. Suggestion: New exciting scientific developments443

obtained with optical surveys will be considered when designing the 21-cm array proposed here. A sign of early444

dark energy might push us towards higher redshift, while evidence for non-zero equation of state parameter w might445

favor lower redshift. Moreover, if fast radio bursts, for example, turn out to have useful cosmological applications,446

they might also change the course of events. The most important point is that sufficient resources must be available447

at this stage to develop the technique and maximize its promise.448

• The next step is a post DESI/LSST experiment, which we call a Stage 2 experiment in this document, happening in the449

later part of the next decade. To reach interesting cosmological constraints, the experiment will have to be an order of450

magnitude larger than current experiments. In this document we consider a particular straw-man Stage 2 experiment451

operating at redshifts z = 2 − 6, whose parameters we discuss in Section 2 1. This is motivated by the intuition that452

this volume of the universe is least explored and might offer new low-hanging fruit. However, this particular aspect of453

the design, as any other, remains on the table to be changed and optimized as we learn more about the most compelling454

scientific targets.455

• If successful, we expect this could be followed by the Dark Ages experiment. This is the least well defined and forecasted456

instrument that will require significant improvements and R&D and will happen two or three decades from now. To457

motivate an experiment probing the high redshift 21-cm signal, we discuss some of the unique science opportunities in458

Chapter 4.459
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2. SCIENCE CASE FOR A POST-REIONIZATON 21-CM EXPERIMENT460

This section focuses on preliminary science forecasts for a Stage 2 21-cm experiment to demonstrate the potential science461

reach of such an instrument. A Stage 2 experiment refers to an experiment that will build upon the current set of non-US Stage462

1 pathfinder telescopes such as CHIME and HIRAX. We focus on redshifts after reionization has completed, but that will be463

mostly unexplored by optical surveys. We design an array to probe these redshifts, based on what would be possible with464

current technology at a price-point that is consistent with a medium-size high-energy physics experiment. The complementary465

and exciting science that could be addressed by a more futuristic array probing the pre-reionization era will be discussed in466

Chapter 4. In this Chapter, however, we remain thoroughly grounded with a realistic experiment that is “shovel-ready”, assuming467

the technical challenges discussed in the next chapter are feasible and Stage 1 experiments do not uncover any unexpected468

significant issues.469

We will describe the science potential that our proposed design could achieve, as a brief summary in Chapter 2 1 and then470

in more detail in the following subsections. We conclude with a discussion of other relevant science. We emphasize that this471

design is intended as a first exploration of the capabilities of a large project of this type, so we have not attempted any detailed472

optimization. In later stages of the planning process, the science goals and instrument parameters will be refined further, likely473

motivating various modifications or improvements to the design choices we present here.474

1. Science drivers and the straw-man experiment475

The main motivation is to achieve the new science that can be opened up by measuring a large number of linear modes in476

density field at redshift beyond those accessible by current probes. In particular, we want to477

• Measure the properties of dark energy in the pre-acceleration era at percent level. In the pre-acceleration era, it478

is very difficult to measure the dark energy density because the total energy density and thus expansion history of the479

Universe is dominated by the matter density. However, there are strong theoretical motivation to look carefully at this480

particular era. In particular, one of the mysteries of dark energy is the so-called Why now? question. If the dark energy481

is realized as energy density of the vacuum, which is currently the simplest theory consistent with the data, then the482

magnitude of the vacuum energy density seems to be strangely fine-tuned to be come dominant just when the universe483

enters non-liner stage. It if it was an order of magnitude stronger, it will dominate before structure formation and if it was484

an order of magnitude weaker, we would never have measured it. However, a dynamically triggered dark energy could485

naturally explain this coincidence. The pre-acceleration era is precisely where such component could be caught in action.486

This science goal is discussed in Section 2 3487

• Constrain inflationary relics by the shape of features present in the primordial power spectrum. Sharp features488

in the primordial matter power spectrum survive mild non-linear evolution and biasing and are generically predicted in489

certain classes of inflationary models. A large volume giving a fine wave-number precision and numerous modes can open490

up parameter space for detection. This science goal is discussed in Section 2 7.491

• Constrain the primordial non-Gaussianity through its signatures in the bispectrum. The large number of well-492

measured modes will allow us to constrain the non-Gaussianity of the primordial fields. Squeezed, equilateral and folded493

bi-spectrum triangle configurations are all amenable to being constrained using this technique, but equilateral and folded494

triangles are especially competitive given less pronounced non-linearities at higher redshift. Primordial non-Gaussianities495

are one of the very few ways in which we can learn about the epoch of inflation and are generically predicted for non-496

minimal inflationary models. This science goal is discussed in Section 2 8.497

The second and third bullet point here are best served by an experiment that has access to a large number of linear or quasi-498

linear modes. The total number of modes scales as V k3
max, where V is the survey volume and kmax is the maximum usable499

wave-number. Going to higher redshift helps both cases. First, there is more volume per unit redshift at higher redshifts as500

indicated in the Figure 6. Moreover, the effect is even more pronounced if one considers the amount of cosmic volume per501

unit bandwidth. Second, going to higher redshift naturally improves linearity of the field and allow one to increase kmax at502

the same time. This is illustrated in the Figure 7 where we show the perturbation theory can accurately describe the results of503

hydrodynamical simulations out to a very high wave-number.504

These science drivers naturally lead to a z = 2− 6 experiment. The upper limit is set by the requirement that the universe has505

reionized and thus astrophysics does not limit our modeling. The lower limit is set by the fact that much more than one octave506

of bandwidth is difficult to achieve in realistic radio receivers. We have identified a 256×256 array of 6-m dishes operating at507

200-500 MHz as a straw man configuration that would achieve the three main scientific goals specified above. Such experiment508

is 64 time larger than the partly funded HIRAX experiment currently under construction in South Africa, but the total bandwidth509

is only ∼40 times larger and the expectation is that with falling cost and large-scale efficiencies the experiment would be only510
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FIG. 6. The left plot illustrates the fraction of total cosmic volume in our past light-cone available as a function redshift (bottom x-axis) or
observed frequency (top x-axis).

∼ 10 − 20 times more expensive thus falling very comfortably in the cost profile similar to that of LSST or DESI. The total511

collecting area of such experiment would be around 1.8 square kilometers. While this is more than SKA, we stress that the low512

frequencies and in particular the non-actuating nature of the transit arrays makes such a design orders of magnitude cheaper. We513

assumed a 5 year on-sky integration, which would lead to somewhat longer total duration of experiment, but note that compared514

to optical experiments that achieved observing efficiency can be considerably large since radio telescopes can observe during the515

day,516

In addition to the main science goals, such experiment would achieve numerous other science goals, both in the field of517

cosmology and fundamental physics as well as in related astrophysical science that could be of interest to a broad community.518

In the rest of this chapter we study a subset of the most interesting goals.519

In our forecasting we assume the existence of the DESI and LSST experiments. When relevant we also discuss and compare520

with the CMB-S4 survey, but we note that its final design is less certain that that of DESI and LSST. In some sections, we impose521

additional 2% or 5% priors on cosmic neutral hydrogen abundance as motivated by [44] or achievable using cross-correlation522

with other tracers. The results presented in this chapter were derived using several forecast codes. The common assumptions523

used to forecast main results can be found in Appendix A, but even when slightly different assumptions are used, the results are524

typically consistent to around 20% in accuracy over the relevant scales.525

2. Foreground filtering and foreground wedge considerations526

Foregrounds present a major calibration issue for 21-cm cosmology. At the minimum, one looses low k‖ modes due to527

filtering of smooth foregrounds. Since foregrounds on the sky are truly perfect power-laws, the minimum requirement, for528

a perfectly calibrated instrument is that the minimum value of k‖ is the fundamental mode that fits in the radial range under529

consideration. In practice, however, the amplifier gain stability and beam response changes due to change in environmental530

factors (e.g. temperature affecting the shape of the reflector) means that the lowest k‖ min will be somewhat higher. It is useful531

to parameterize this in terms of fractional bandwidth over which we consider the instrument perfectly calibratable, since both532

mechanical beam considerations and analog electronic considerations scale with ∆f/f . In Figure 8 we plot the minimum value533

of k‖ (and thus total k =
√
k2
‖ + k2

⊥) accessible as a function of fractional bandwidth. We find that it is only a weak function of534

redshift. For 20% fractional bandwidth we find that k‖,min ∼ 10−2h/Mpc is appropriate over a wide range of redshifts.535

A different issue, first discovered in the context of the epoch of reionization experiments is the the foreground wedge [45]536

(see also Section 1 8). It has mainly been studied for interferometric 21-cm experiments, although a related issue also exist for537

single-dish experiments. In short, for a single base-line, a non-monochromatic source at zero delay cannot be distinguished from538

a mono-chromatic source at an appropriate non-zero delay. A full array can tell them apart, provided the relative phase calibration539

is sufficiently accurate, but reaching sufficient calibration in practice has so far proven elusive. The wedge is particularly acute540
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the first order Eulerian perturbation theory and Zeldovich approximation (Lagrangian perturbation theory) against
Illustris simulation (cite). This plot demonstrates that a very high km is possible, both due to more linear universe at higher redshift and greater
linearity with which the neutral hydrogen gas traces these structures. [What is the ratio (bottom panel) with respect to, i.e. what is 1?]

at higher redshifts. It acts as a cut on µ, the cosine of the angle along the line of sight, where all modes µ < µw are lost. The541

value of µw increases with redshift and is determined by the fringe rate of a source at a particular angle with respect to the line542

of sight. See also equation A5. The most pessimistic case known as horizon wedge assumes all sources above the horizon can543

contaminate the signal. In this work, we take a less pessimistic assumption, and only consider contamination from sources that544

are no further than Nw times the primary beam size away from the beam center. In Figure 9 we plot the effect of the effective545

volume loss for these cases for an experiment with 6m dishes. We see that the effect is dramatic for horizon-wedge.546

When calculating various forecasts we noticed that constraints typically worsen by almost 2 orders of magnitude in the547

most pessimistic case when a full horizon wedge is excised. We therefore take the position that this systematic will have548

to be overcome to fully exploit the possibilities offer by the 21-cm technique. We reiterate that it is a technical rather than549

fundamental problem. Instrumental design choices are vital to support this – for example, dishes result in a characteristic550

‘pitchfork’-shaped region of foreground contamination within the wedge, which leaves modes between the pure radial (k‖ ∼ 0)551

and horizon boundary of the wedge relatively uncontaminated, while dipoles have strong contamination throughout the entire552

wedge region. Other design choices, such as reducing sidelobes and generally improving the stability of the primary beam553

response with frequency will also be valuable for allowing modes inside the wedge to be recovered. There have also been554

promising methodological advances that render full wedge calibration realistic in the future [43].555

Therefore, when forecasting, we use two possibilities: we either assume that the wedge has been completely calibrated out556

(optimistic) or that calibration allows use to cut at Nw = 3 times the position of the primary beam (pessimistic). This motivated557

by the notion that for a typical antenna design, the beam response is suppressed at the signal/foreground level at those distances.558
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FIG. 9. The effect of foreground wedge on the volume loss for 6m dishes as a function of redshift.

3. Early Dark Energy and Modified Gravity559

A concerted, community-wide effort to explain the origin of cosmic acceleration over the past couple of decades has uncovered560

a vast zoo of dark energy and modified gravity models. These can be broadly classified according to how they modify or replace561

the cosmological constant, Λ, and/or GR – for example, by adding new scalar, vector, or tensor fields; by adding extra spatial562

dimensions; by introducing higher-derivative operators in the action; or by introducing non-local operators or other exotic563

mechanisms for mediating gravitational interactions. Daan: no Refs?564

A systematic study of these models suggests a number of new gravitational phenomena that generically arise if there are565

any deviations from the standard cosmological model. These include the possibility of a time-varying equation of state for the566

component that sources the cosmic acceleration; time- and scale-dependent variations in the gravitational constant (leading to567

modifications to the growth rate of large-scale structure and gravitational lensing); and ‘screening’ effects, where the strength568

of gravity becomes dependent on the local environment. It is also the case that current constraints on possible deviations from569

GR are quite weak on cosmological scales, compared to the extremely precise measurements that have been obtained on Solar570
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System and binary pulsar scales. The application of GR to cosmology therefore represents an extrapolation of the theory over571

many orders of magnitude in distance from where is has been well tested. Precision constraints on GR on cosmological scales572

are therefore a natural programmatic goal for cosmology.573

Observational constraints on possible deviations from GR+Λ are only now becoming sufficiently accurate to constrain a wide574

variety of these scenarios. Recent theoretical work has significantly simplified the task of testing dark energy and modified575

gravity theories, by collecting the various possibilities into a handful of broad classes, such as the Horndeski class of scalar field576

theories, which can then be studied in a general sense, instead of on an individual ‘model-by-model’ basis [46–48]. Although577

measurement of the speed of propagation of gravitational waves based on gravitational wave event GW170817 and its electro-578

magnetic counter-part GRB170817A [49] has killed a large number of possible modified gravity theories[50–55], large parts of579

parameter space remains unconstrained.580

One can make predictions for observables within the context of these general classes, to see where the possibility of detecting581

a (potentially quite small) deviation from the standard cosmological model might be maximized. This exercise has so far been582

performed for a handful of theory classes and observables. In [56], for example, generic predictions were obtained for the583

behavior of the equation of state of dark energy w(z), within the full Horndeski class. Interestingly, many of these theories584

predict a ‘tracking’ type behavior, where w(z) scales along with the energy density of the dominant fluid component at any585

given time. This leads to the expectation that w ' −1 at low redshift, z . 2, where dark energy begins to dominate, but w → 0586

at higher redshift, deep within the matter dominated regime. This behavior is caused by couplings between the scalar field and the587

matter sector that generically arise in many branches of the Horndeski theories (although tracking can also be realized in models588

without such couplings, e.g. freezing quintessence models). The fact that this behavior is a reasonably generic prediction of a589

large and important class of models (most scalar field dark energy theories are included within the Horndeski class) highlights590

the need for precision observations in the intermediate redshift regime, z & 2. If the equation of state can be reconstructed591

at these redshifts, possible tracking behaviors can be either definitively detected or thoroughly ruled out. Without such direct592

observations however, it will be difficult to tell whether a transition is occurring, or whether a possible disconnect between593

observations at low and high redshifts is due to some other factor (e.g. systematic effects). In the next Section 2 4 we discuss594

how the Stage 2 experiment will measure the expansion history.595

It is similarly important to test the growth rate of large scale structure over a range of redshifts, to ensure that possible596

deviations from GR on large scales have not been missed or absorbed into constraints on other parameters at late times. As with597

the equation of state, the z & 2 range is currently lacking in direct observational probes of the growth rate. In Section 2 6 we598

will discuss ability of Stage 2 experiment to measure the growth rate at high redshift.599

4. Measurements of the expansion history600

Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations are the staple of survey science for the past ten years. They allow measurements of the601

expansion history of the universe, whose relative calibration is naturally below percent level and whose absolute calibration602

depends only on the well understood plasma physics in the early universe.603

In the early Universe, before hydrogen recombination, electrons, baryons and photons were tightly coupled in a plasma state.604

Perturbations in this plasma, seeded at much earlier time by inflation, propagated as acoustic waves. After recombination,605

photons can freely travel through the Universe at the speed of light, and matter behaves as a non-relativistic fluid. Nonetheless,606

the characteristic distance traveled by the acoustic waves before decoupling, rd ' 150 Mpc, leaves an imprint in the distribution607

of matter at late times, generating a peak in the correlation function at rd, or equivalently, a series of oscillations in the power608

spectrum, known as baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAOs).609

These correlations have been successfully detected using galaxies, quasars and the Lyman-α forest [57–61]. In fact, due610

to differential nature of this measurement (a series of peaks on top of a smooth background signal), BAOs are among the611

most successful observable in cosmology. Because the physics of early universe is well known, BAO allow us to estimate the612

standard ruler rd whose weak dependence on certain cosmological parameters (notably physical baryon density ωb, physical613

matter density ωm and the radiation content of early universeNeff ) is well known and understood. More precisely, the transverse614

BAOs measures the comoving angular diameter distance DM (z)/rd to the redshift of interest, while the radial BAOs measure615

the expansion rate at the redshift of interest 1/H(z)rd.616

The beauty of BAOs is that it even in the presence of contaminating signals precise measurements can be derived, because617

these contaminants typically do not produce oscillations in the power spectrum at he relevant frequencies – in fact these are618

almost invariably slowly varying function of k on large scales. The current cand future crop of experiments using spectroscopy619

[57, 62, 63] or 21 cm radiation, see Table I, is focused on delivering BAO as the main scientific product.620

Complementary BAO measurements to the next generation experiments, which aim to measure BAO to high precision to621

z ∼ 1.5 and with some precision to z ∼ 2.5 all the way to z = 6 is one of the scientific opportunities in our proposed Stage 2622

experiment.623

In Figure 10 we estimate performance for a Stage 2 experiment. The forecasting was done using Seo & Eisenstein approach624

[AS:cite] adapted for 21-cm measurements. The Figure illustrates that the current generation and planned generation of experi-625
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ments loose constraining power at redshifts around z ∼ 2, while we forecast a Stage 2 21-cm experiment can map the expansion626

history at high precision all the way to up to the end of epoch of reionization at z ∼ 6.627

This almost incredibly impressive results are result of effectively perfect sampling of the underlying density field by the628

21-cm techniques which does not suffer from shot noise in typical galaxy surveys. Since the signal contributing to integrated629

21-cm is dominated by numerous small galaxies, the signal-weighted number density of these objects is very high, reaching630

number densities larger than 10−2(Mpc/h)−3 compared to typical values for galaxy surveys which are around 10−4 − 5 ×631

10−3(Mpc/h)−3. The effect of the thermal noise of the system (which is not present in optical galaxy surveys) can be converted632

into an effective decrease in number density. We see that for our Stage 2 survey this is a modest change. In other words, we are633

saturating the information content in BAO that can be achieved over half the sky. No BAO experiment could be designed to do634

considerably better.635
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5. Cosmic inventory in the pre-acceleration era636

[AS:To be fixed once Phil Bull ads his plots.] Expansion history measurements can be directly converted into measurements
of cosmic evolution. In particular, the expansion historyH(z) (directly probed by radial BAO) and the angular diameter distance,
given by

DM (z) =
c

1 + z

∫
1

H(z)
dz, (2)

are connected to the evolution of the sum of the energy densities of components in the universe

H2(z) =
8πG

3

∑
i

ρi(z). (3)

Any non-standard component present in the pre-acceleration era, such as for example an early dark energy, could be uniquely637

probed by a Stage 2 21-cm experiment as discussed in Section ?? Daan: link not working. In Figure 12 we show forecasted638

constraints on the energy density in the dark energy component. The fiducial model is the default ΛCDM paradigm, where639

the energy density quickly becomes irrelevant at redshifts larger than 2. Consequently, measuring the equation of state of dark640

energy where it barely contributes to the total energy density content of the universe is hard – hence the errorbars becomes641

considerably larger towards larger redshift. However, this is also exactly the epoch we expect any deviations to occur.642

6. Growth-rate measurement in pre-acceleration era643

Redshift-space distortions is the name for the anisotropy of the power spectrum along the line of sight caused by the peculiar644

velocities of sources that add to the cosmic redshift. Since these velocities are sourced by the same fluctuations in the universe,645

the result is a particular distortion of the power spectrum known as Kaiser distortion. These distortions add a fµ2P (k) to646

standard power spectrum, where µ is the cosine of the angle to the line of sight, f = d log g/d log a is the logarithmic derivative647

of the growth factor and P (k) is the linear power spectrum. Given that the shape of P is known to a good degree, the redshift-648

space distortion in traditional radio surveys measure fσ8, where σ8 is the linear-theory value of the rms fractional fluctuations649

in density averaged spheres of 8 h−1 Mpc radius at z = 0. standard650

In 21-cm, the mean signal is unknown, so in effect the redshift-space distortion instead measure the product ΩHIfσ8 with651

ΩHI being a nuisance parameter. However, there are two main ways to go around this limitation. The first is to use the method652

of Ref. [65], namely measure the bias from complementary data such as Lyman-α forest, where the source relevant for 21-653

cm emission appear as individually detected hydrogen systems. In figure 13 we show constraints assuming different levels of654
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knowledge of the neutral hydrogen abundance. We see that assuming the wedge can be brought under control, the resulting655

constraints are dominated by this prior if it is weaker than∼ 1%. Alternatively, it is possible to cross-correlate with other tracers656

at the same redshift as we discuss in Section 2 11 and Figure 16.657

Both methods allow redshift-space distortions to be measured with the precision of a few percent. This is also happens at the658

level where theory modeling of redshift-space distortions becomes more complicated.659

We replot the same data in Figure 14 assuming the medium aggressive 5% prior on ΩHI together with a selection of current660

constraints for comparison [67–72]. Theoretical models are the fiducial ΛCDM model plotted as a solid black line and a661

moderately tuned modified gravity model plotted as a dashed black line, chosen so that expansion is unaffected at z > 6 and662

that effects are small at low redshift. In particular, we use Horndeski formalism of [48], with αT = 0 and other parameters663

αi(a) ∝ (a/at)
r/[(a/at)

r + 1]2. The theoretical models are generated using the hi class package [73, 74]. It is clear from664

the plot that the Stage 2 will be extremely powerful in telling departures from ΛCDM growth of fluctuations over significant665

portions of the evolution of the universe.666

7. Features in the primordial power spectrum667

In addition to BAO, the broad-band power spectrum can be used to search for other features in the power spectrum. The
matter power spectrum at a wavenumber k and redshift z in the linear theory is given by

Pmatter(k, z) = T 2(k, z)P primordial(k), (4)

where T (k, z) is the matter transfer function and P primordial(k) is the primordial power spectrum. Assuming a standard slow-668

roll inflation, it is given by P primordial(k) = Ask
ns with ns ∼ 0.96. There are numerous inflationary mechanisms that would669

imprint sharp features in the primordial power spectrum (see e.g. [75] for a recent review). Similarly, more exotic physics in the670

dark sector can add addition acoustic features to the transfer function (see e.g. [76]).671

The only such feature in ΛCDM is the BAO features in the transfer function, whose frequency and phase are fixed by the672

CMB. Otherwise, the matter power spectrum is smooth function that depends on cosmological parameters. Any sharp feature in673

observed power spectrum could be cleanly isolated from a change to the BAO or the smooth transfer function. For this reason,674

these features would also survive non-linear evolution and biasing which also introduce smooth changes to the power spectrum.675

Mode coupling can only add broadband signals to the power spectrum.676

Detecting a deviation from a featureless primordial power spectrum of fluctuations would provide unique insight into the677

physics of the primordial Universe. These features can provide evidence particular inflation scenarios and the existence of678

new particles and forces during inflation or in the thermal plasma. The cosmic microwave background (CMB) puts stringent679

constraints on the amplitude of features, but no significant evidence has been found for such signals [77–81]. In most cases, the680

amplitude of the feature is a free parameter and could be unobservably small. Furthermore, the precise characteristics of the681

feature can have a great impact on detectability. For example, although one can distinct two major classes of features, broadly682

defined as log-spaced and a linear-spaced models, the details can vary significantly, with possible runnings of the frequency [82],683

locality of the feature [83] and multiple features [84, 85] all possible within the vast landscape of models.684
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The 21-cm signal could provide both improved constraints on scales already constrained by the CMB, but also significantly685

extend the search for features on much smaller scales, beyond those accessible in the CMB. Primordial features are easier to find686

in the matter power spectrum, relative to the CMB, because of the smooth shape of the transfer function. Furthermore, as can687

be seen from Fig. 15, 21-cm produces a higher signal to noise measurement than galaxy surveys and can recover more of the688

small scale modes. These properties make primordial feature a particularly well suited to a 21-cm survey and provides a unique689

opportunity to explore these models and provide possible evidence for new physics.690

Daan: so here we could put a new forecast particularly aimed at Stage 2 redshifts. Mover the old discussions to the DA691

section.692

In Figure 15 we show the total signal to noise in the power spectrum measurement as a function of wave-number. This signal-693

to-noise can be thought of as most model-independent proxy for comparing different surveys in their ability to constrain these694

models, because as discussed above the parameter space of models is very large and there no clear priors or measures on this695

space. We see that the 21-cm covers a very large k-range with an exquisite signal to noise.696

8. Primordial non-Gaussianity697

One of the exciting targets of future large scale structure experiments is to obtain evidence for primordial non-Gaussianity698

(see e.g. [86] for review). In the minimal model of slow-rolling single-field inflation, the primordial density field is perfectly699

Gaussian. Detection of non-Gaussianity in the primordial field would therefore be immediately informative about the details of700

inflationary process.701

Measurable deviations from Gaussian statistics in the density field are a direct measurement of the particle spectrum and702

interactions relevant to the inflationary sector. As such, either a detection or upper limit is testing particle physics at inflationary703

energy scales, which could be as high as 1014 GeV. These energies are unlikely to be probed in collider experiments and thus704

are the unique domain of the cosmological surveys. Furthermore, self-interactions of the inflaton that lead to non-Gaussian705

signatures are often tied to the fundamental mechanism for inflation itself.706

These interactions often lead to a non-zero 3-point correlation function (bispectrum) of fluctuations in the primordial curvature
ζk

〈ζkζk′ζk′′〉 = δ(k + k′ + k′′)B(k,k′,k′′), (5)
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f loc
NL . 1 f loc

NL & 1

feq,orth
NL . 1 Single-field slow-roll Multi-field
feq,orth

NL & 1 Single-field non-slow-roll Multi-field

TABLE III. Table summarizing physical implications for qualitatively different measurements of the shapes of primordial non-Gaussianity,
adapted from [86].

where the Dirac delta function is imposed by the translational invariance and B is the bispectrum, whose shape is a function of707

triangular configuration of wave-vector arguments. A Gaussian field has B = 0. Deviations from Gaussian lead to non-zero708

bispectra, which are described by the shape of the k-k′-k′′ triangle that dominates the signal and associate non-Gaussianity pa-709

rameters fNL. There parameters are normalized so that fNL ∼ 105 would correspond to the O(1) non-Gaussianity3. References710

[86] and [87] contain useful pedgaogical reviews.711

While the amplitude of fNL reflects the strength of an interaction, the shape, B, carries a weather of additional information712

about the nature of inflation. The local bispectrum, parameterized by f loc
NL, is one where the shape signal to noise is dominated713

in the limit of one of the k modes is soft (i.e. k � k′, k′′). This shape is of particular interest as it cannot arise in single714

field inflation and would point directly to multiple light fields [88, 89]. In contrast, equilateral and orthogonal shapes and their715

respective amplitudes f eq
NL and fortho

NL are peak in configurations where k ∼ k′ ∼ k′′ and are typical of non-minimal interactions716

of the inflaton itself [90]. The target thresholds are summarized in Table III. With sufficient signal to noise, further information717

3 The numerical value of 105 comes from the fact that primordial curvature fluctuations have rms of ∼ 10−5
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fNL no cuts k‖ cut 3× primary beam wedge
squeezed (local)

equilateral
orthogonal

TABLE IV. 1σ constraints on various types of fNL parameters. We consider k‖ cut [AS:to complete]

can be extracted either by considering correlation functions beyond the bispectrum or by carefully exploring the scale dependence718

of the bispectrum [86]. In principle, from such a measurement once can extract the spectrum particles including masses [91–93]719

and spins [94, 95], inspiring the name cosmological collider physics [94].720

Current best constraints are coming from the Cosmic Microwave Background [96, 97] indicate no statistically significant721

deviations from Gaussianity. However, the error bars are too large to draw any meaningful conclusions about the primordial722

dynamics, which motivates us to explore non-Gaussianity in the large scale structure. Future constraints on non-Gaussianities723

from the CMB are limited by the number of available modes [98] (although large improvements can still be achieved when724

considering bispectra involving tensors [99]). With the LSS we have access to a 3D volume of modes and it is expected that725

constraints from the LSS will eventually become better then those derived from the CMB [86].726

What makes 21-cm signal unique in this respect is that it present throughout the Universe and in principle could provide us727

with a volume across the entire sky between redshift 0 and roughly 200 Daan: make this upper limit consistent with the rest of728

text. The three-dimensional 21-cm field as a probe of non-Gaussianity has been studied in various publications across various729

redshift ranges [100–110]. Daan: I think we can leave this here. I put a cross reference to this section in DA section. Let me730

know if it is ok now.731

In this section we focus on constraints coming from the our proposed Stage 2 experiment (Daan: in the redshift range 2 ≤732

z ≤ 6). We follow the forecasting methodology based on [111]. In particular, the methodology includes a comprehensive733

list of effects, including the bias expansion for non-Gaussian initial conditions up to second order, redshift space distortions,734

theoretical errors and trispectrum contributions to the bispectrum. We have expanded the codes used for galaxy forecasting to735

take into account the instrumental noise by propagating the beam size effects and u − v plane distribution to effective noise in736

the power spectrum measurements. We have further implemented various cuts to simulate the effect of low k‖ cut and wedge737

effects. Results as summarized in Table IV.738

9. Weak lensing and tidal reconstruction739

Gravitational lensing affects any map we make of the universe, by re-mapping the angular coordinates we associate with a740

given location on the sky. This re-mapping is directly related to the projected distribution of mass between the observer and the741

source redshift of the photons being measured, without the tracer bias that complicates many other probes of the mass distribu-742

tion. Therefore, a reconstruction of this re-mapping, either in terms of a deflection field or a decomposition into magnification743

and shearing effects, can help to address many of the science goals stated earlier, such as constraining the behavior of dark744

energy, deviations from general relativity, and the masses of neutrinos. A lensing map can further be cross-correlated with other745

maps of structure, contributing additional constraining power by breaking degeneracies present in individual maps to help us746

determine the form of tracer bias or isolate systematics.747

Lensing of the CMB has been detected at high significance (e.g. [112]), and will be one of the main targets upcoming CMB748

projects such as CMB-S4 [98] and the Simons Observatory. The joint effect of lensing on both CMB temperature and polarization749

allows for a robust detection in several channels, but since the CMB is effectively a single two-dimensional screen, it only offers750

access to a single 2d projection of all matter between the observer and the surface of last scattering. Lensing can also be measured751

from the correlations between observed galaxy shapes in a large optical survey (see Ref. [113] for the current state of the art),752

and by binning the galaxies by redshift, one can access multiple projections of more nearby structures, with different limiting753

redshifts and weightings. However, there are multiple pernicious systematics that must be dealt with, ranging from the impact754

of the telescope’s point-spread function on inferred galaxy ellipticities, to control over the uncertainties in photometric redshifts,755

to the “intrinsic alignments” of galaxies with their nearby environments (e.g. [114]).756

In some sense, lensing of 21-cm fluctuations represents the “best of both worlds.” 21-cm intensity maps have angular resolution757

and other properties that place them in roughly the same regime as CMB maps, so there is promise that the well-developed758

estimators and pipelines for reconstruction of CMB lensing can be adapted to 21-cm observations. However, since 21-cm maps759

will be intrinsically 3-dimensional, they will also enable the same “tomographic” lensing studies as in galaxy lensing, but with760

finer redshift resolution and free of many of the galaxy-specific systematics mentioned above. The promise of 21-cm lensing has761

long been recognized in the literature (e.g. [115–119]), and more detailed work has recently been occurring in this area, from762

both the simulation [120] and analytical [121] sides.763

Of course, that is not to say that 21-cm lensing analyses will not have their own systematics to account for, but these are764

steadily being investigated in ongoing work. For example, the quadratic lensing estimators that are standard in CMB analyses765
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quantity / experiment CMB S4 21-cm-S2, 21-cm-S2,
no wedge with wedge

Lensing × LSST galaxies 367 676 358
Lensing × LSST shear 178 367 173

Lensing auto 353 216 8
Tidal reconstruction auto X 2240 266

TABLE V. Total signal to noise on measurements of auto or cross power spectra related to gravitational lensing of 21-cm maps. We expect
cross-correlations of 21-cm lensing with LSST galaxy clustering or cosmic shear (galaxy lensing) to be measured at a precision competitive
with that of cross-correlations with CMB-S4 lensing, with the advantage that the former will contain much more (tomographic) information
about the growth of low-redshift structure. The lensing auto spectrum will be more challenging, due to confounding effects from nonlinear
clustering in the 21-cm maps [121]. However, these same effects are sensitive to the power spectrum of long density modes at the source
redshift, which can be “tidally reconstructed” using similar estimators [121, 124–127]. These measurements can be made very precisely with
our fiducial 21-cm instrument, even in the presence of foregrounds.

rely on the Gaussianity and translation-invariance of the intrinsic statistics of the CMB, whereas 21-cm maps will have more766

complicated statistics that will affect a reconstruction of the lensing map. Refs. [121–123] have shown that these effects will be767

significant at the redshifts relevant here. Ref. [121] has also presented a technique to mitigate a portion of this impact, which768

will reduce the additive bias on the power spectrum of a reconstructed lensing map, but will generally increase the noise on an769

estimate of the underlying lensing power spectrum. In cross-correlations between lensing and other tracers, the additional bias770

will not be present, but the noise will remain, and this must be taken into account when performing forecasts.771

However, the bias on the lensing estimator caused by nonlinear clustering is an interesting signal in its own right, being772

sensitive to the power spectrum of the long density modes that gravity couples to shorter modes within the 21-cm map. (Note773

that the long modes referred to here are in the same redshift range as the map; lensing also couples long density modes to short774

modes within the map, but those long modes are at strictly lower redshifts than those being directly observed.) These modes775

can be reconstructed in the same way as for lensing, a process often referred to as “tidal reconstruction” because it chiefly relies776

on tidal effects [124–127]. This method can be used to reconstruct modes with low line-of-sight wavenumbers, which would be777

obscured by foregrounds if attempts were made to measure them directly. These modes can then be cross-correlated with the778

CMB to constrain possible integrated Sachs-Wolfe signatures of early dark energy or modified gravity, or cross-correlated with779

other measurements of lensing to probe structure growth or neutrino mass.780

In Table V, we present forecasts for the total signal to noise on the various auto or cross power spectra related to lensing781

and tidal reconstruction, applying the forecasting strategy of Ref. [121] to the fiducial 21-cm instrument described in Sec. 2 1.782

The displayed signal to noise is combined over lensing reconstruction from 10 redshift bins spanning 2 < z < 6, while, for783

simplicity, we treat LSST galaxies and shear (i.e. galaxy shape correlations) non-tomographically. We also show equivalent784

values for CMB-S4 lensing, assuming a 1′ beam, noise of 2µK-arcmin, and fsky = 0.4. Even in the presence of the uncleaned785

foreground wedge, we expect that cross-correlations of 21-cm lensing with LSST can be measured at a precision competitive786

with CMB-S4; recall that these cross-correlations will include much more tomographic information than CMB lensing. For787

the 21-cm lensing auto spectrum, the “bias-hardening” method mentioned above will result in sufficient noise to make this788

measurement noncompetitive with CMB-S4, even if the foreground wedge can be completely cleaned. Meanwhile, the power789

spectra of long density modes in each redshift bin can likely be accessed with very high precision, with a total signal to noise of790

several hundred regardless of the foreground wedge, opening the door the a multitude of cross-correlation science.791

The signal-to-noise in these measurements is impressive. Following through with these predictions all the way to their impli-792

cations for cosmological parameters goes beyond the scope of this white paper, because its main strength will come in particular793

through interaction of cross-correlations which require assumptions about the existence of other experiments. However, this is a794

very promising direction to pursue, and warrants further investigations.795

10. Basic cosmological parameters: neutrino mass, radiation density, curvature796

As a natural by-product of measuring the expansion history and precise shape of the power spectrum, we can perform global797

fits to the observed data in order to improve constraints on some standard and interesting cosmological parameters. While798

expansion history is directly sensitive to any of the parameters discussed below, it breaks degeneracies with other parameters,799

that can, in combination with standard datasets such as Planck, often improve results considerably. The shape of the power800

spectrum depends coarsely on the matter density Ωm and the epoch of the matter-radiation equality through their dependence on801

T (k). Additionally, distances in the universe affect the conversion between observed power spectrum (measured in angles and802

redshifst) and comoving power spectrum (measured in inverse comoving distance units), effect known as Alcock-Paczyinski test803

[128]. In practice, redshift-space distortion obscure some of these effects.804

In particular, we believe we can provide interesting additional information on:805
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parameter / combination LSST + DESI +
Planck

CMB S4 21-cm-S2 +
Planck?

LSST + DESI
+ 21-cm-S2 +
Planck

CMB-S4 + 21-
cm-S2

everything
bagel∑

mν [meV] 16 59 35/29 15/14 25/23 11/10∑
mν + 3% τ prior [meV] - 15 - - 14/13 8.3/8.0∑
mν [meV] (free w) 32 - 38/33 17/15 - -
w (free

∑
mν ) 0.012 - 0.0076/0.0063 0.005/0.004 - -

Neff 0.051 0.026 0.046/0.038 0.035/0.031 0.015/0.013 0.0096/0.0091
Ωk

w for OLCDM
EDE params

TABLE VI. Combination of parameter forecasts for a compendium of future DOE experiments. All combinations assume Planck 15 CMB
prior and are for ΛCDM cosmology unless stated otherwise. In any data combination we assume Planck prior for stability of Fisher matrix
result. [AS:Obuljen, Bull to fill in.] [AO:Used kmax = 0.4hMpc−1 for 21cm and kmax = 0.2hMpc−1 for DESI (LRGs+ELGs only),
no BAO damping in both cases; LSST & CMB S4 Fisher matrices from Anže. Two numbers for any combination with 21-cm-S2
correspond to 3×primary beam wedge and no wedge, respectively. Used 5% priors on both bHI and ΩHI.]

Neutrino mass. Cosmology is sensitive to the sum of neutrino mass eigen-states mν =
∑
mi. We know, from the neutrino806

oscillation experiments that the minimum value of mν ∼ 0.06eV in the normal hierarchy and mν ∼ 0.12eV in the inverted807

hierarchy. Massive neutrinos affect the expansion history of the universe, but the effect is small. Moreover, they free-stream out808

of small scales density perturbations, making the field slightly smoother on small scales. Their effect can be detected through809

a particular scale-dependence of the power spectrum between large and small scales, although this usual takes the form of810

comparing fluctuation power measured by CMB with fluctuation power measured at low redshift. For extensive review site811

citecite. The general expectation is that neutrino mass will be detected in the coming years using a number of related methods.812

In conjuction with standard CMB, DESI should detect it using redshift-space distortions, LSST using weak gravitational lensing813

of galaxies and CMB-S4 using weak gravitational lensing of background radiation. We expect 21-cm Stage 2 to improve in all814

of the above methods.815

Energy density of radiation. The amount of radiation in the early universe is usually parameterised by the effective number816

of massless neutrinos Neff . This nomenclature can be misleading, because any component with equation of state w = 1/3817

like radiation and coupled only gravitationally will contribute to this quantity. This is one of the most important quantity for818

discovery of new physics. It can be shown that any light particle that was in thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model will819

contribute an additional ∆Neff ≥ 0.027. At the high temperatures thought to be present in the early universe, even very weak820

interactions are sufficient for thermalization. As a result, percent level measurements of Neff can be an extremely sensitive and821

broad probe of new physics (see e.g. [129, 130]). Currently the best measurements arise from the CMB+BAO, but future 21-cm822

measurements of the matter power spectrum could help push the CMB measurement to ∆Neff = 0.027 at more than 1σ [131].823

Curvature of the Universe. Global curvature of the universe is a free parameter in Friedman equations, but a modern way824

to look at it is that it is our way to probe the fluctuations outside the horizon: what is the average density in our observable825

patch compared to the global critical mean density. In the standard inflationary theories, we expect |Ωk| ∼ O(10−5) and number826

considerably bigger than this would signal new physics [132, 133]. While it is very difficult to improve significantly upon827

CMB measurements, improvement of a factor of few are possible. In particular, we can break degeneracies with dark energy828

parameters [134].829

These effects are studied though general Fisher matrix formalism, following the methodology of [65]. We consider the Stage830

2 experiment with no wedge and 3×primary beam wedge.831

In Table VI we summarize these forecasts alone and in combination with some standard cosmological probes that will be832

available towards the end of the next decade.833

Table VI contains forecasts for a number of parameters that will be also focus of the most important DOE-sponsored upcoming834

surveys.835

11. Cross-correlation studies836

In the next decade, we will see many different probes measure the same volume of space using different tracers and different837

techniques and the cosmology should enter a golden era of cross-correlations. In general, cross-correlations are extremely useful838

for two reasons: first, they are considerably safer in terms of systematic effects, because any contaminating signal that is not839

present in both probes will affect noise, but not the expectation signal and second, because the value of cross-correlations grows840

as the number of pairs, i.e. with the square of the number of probes, while the total signal-to-noise in auto-correlations grows841

only linearly.842
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FIG. 16. Predictions for measurements of the redshift-space distortion parameter fσ8 using Stage 2 experiment in combination with DESI
quasars to calibrate neutral hydrogen bias. [AS:plot to be iterated]

Our fiducial experiment has been designed to probe volumes not well sampled by other tracers of large scale structure.843

Nevertheless, there will be numerous possible avenues for cross-correlation. In the direct cross-correlation, we should be able to844

obtain signals by cross-correlating with:845

• High-redshift quasars. These have been measured in larger numbers by eBOSS, but the dataset will gain another con-846

siderable boost with DESI. This information will give extra BAO signal and help calibrate both 21-cm and quasar bias847

parameters (in conjuction with auto-correlation measurements).848

• Lyman-α forest. The Lyman-α forest has been probed by BOSS, eBOSS and DESI. This cross-correlation will go down849

to very small scales in the radial direction. Since both probes measure the neutral hydrogen, this cross-correlation will850

help both probes achieve their full potential [135]. In particular, it will help with measuring the contamination of the851

Lyman-α forest by damped Lyman-α (DLA) and high column density (HCD) systems and thus bring out full potential of852

the Lyman-α forest as a probe of a small-scale physics.853

• High-redshift forests of other metals. In addition to Lyman-α, the high redshift universe also contains other metal forests,854

like Si III (mixed with Lyman-α, Si IV and C IV forest, whose physics and bias parameters can again be constrained in855

cross-correlations with the 21-cm.856

• Lyman-α emitters will be detected in large numbers in surveys like HETDEX [136]. Cross-correlations with 21-cm will857

allow determination of their physical parameters as well as constrain the interloper fraction coming from low-redshift858

(whatever they are) lines.859

These cross-correlations with other tracers are particularly useful for the 21-cm experiment for a number of particular reasons:860

• Measure bias and enable redshift-space distortions. Cross-correlation with even low number density tracers can, in861

conjuction with auto-correlations, constrain bias parameters and thus allow redshift-space distortions as measured by the862

intensity mapping to be used for determination of growth parameters. This will enable this crucial probe of modified863

gravity theories.864

• Aid BAO reconstruction. As discussed in [137], cross-correlation with external tracers is particularly useful to help fill865

in the missing modes and thus aid reconstruction, which can increase the BAO signal-to-noise.866

In addition to direction cross-correlations, there will also be cross-correlations using the large-scale field recovered through867

tidal-mapping and the weak-lensing of the 21-cm field as discussed in Section 2 9.868

12. Direction Measurement of Expansion of the Universe869

The measurement of the universe’s expansion in real time would be the ultimate confirmation of the standard cosmological870

model. Cosmological sources drift in redshift with the characterizing time-scale of Hubble time. Over a 10 year time-span,871
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FIG. 17. Predicted drift in frequency as a function of frequency for a standard cosmological ΛCDM model (blue, solid) and flat matter
dominated model (Λ = 0, red, dashed) over 5 years.

this results in the redshift change of around δz = 10−9. This is challenging both statistically and systematically. However, if872

measured, it would be one of the very few dimensional quantities that one can measure directly in cosmology4. Controlling873

absolute redshift calibration at the required level over a decade is extremely difficult, but possible in optical [138]. In radio,874

however, it should be considerably easier, since clock generators with sufficient accuracy are available off-the-shelf. Since in875

radio system the clock-generator sets the absolute time-scale and thus frequency calibration this dominant part of systematic876

error is solved. There are additional subtleties to do with subtle changes in the beam due to changes in the physical state of877

the reflecting material over 10 years, but while these can produce anomalous changes in measured signal, they are unlikely to878

produce systematic shits and hence we ignore in this section879

The basic formula for the redshift drift is given by

dz

dt
= (1 + z)H(0)−H(z), (6)

where H(z) is the Hubble parameter at redshift z.880

In Figure 17 we show a typical prediction for a total drift as a function of frequency for a 5 yr experiment. We see that,881

in principle, the required accuracy is of the order of 10−2Hz. If there existed lines whose natural width would be this small,882

this would have been a trivial measurement. In practice, however, the 21-cm line is velocity smeared to a few 100km/s giving883

the natural smoothness of the cosmic signal of around 105Hz so one really needs to rely on very precise measurements of the884

overall structure. On the upside, we see that there is a very definite structure to the shape of this function, so tracing the shift as885

a function of redshift gives another leverage on systematic control.886887

There are two basic approaches to this measurement. The first is to rely on a few individually detected sources in the field,888

while the other is to focus on the entire field, where fluctuations are smaller, but all integeration contributes to the signal. In both889

cases, the scaling is a favorable t3/2. This very favourable scaling comes from the fact that signal increases linearly with time890

while noise falls as 1/
√
t.891

The first part has been discussed in a recent paper by Yu and collaborators [139]. Although the experiments discussed here892

would not typically detect and resolve many individual sources, we still expect a few to be detected with high significance. For893

CHIME, the authors predict 5 sigma detection over 10years.894

Alternatively, we can forecast using the entirety of the field. The sensitivity can be estimated using Fisher matrix approach
and is given by

σ(ż) =
1

H(z)

(
V t3

48π3

∫
k2
r

PS(k)

dPN/d(t−1)(k)
d3k

)−1/2

, (7)

where V is the volume of the survey and PS and PN are the signal power and noise power (per inverse year of integration) in895

comoving space respectively and kr is the radial wave-vector. This expression is correct even when field is non-Gaussian. We896

find . . .897

4 The other prominent examples include time-delays in gravitational lenses that allow us to measure Hubble rate and the temperature of the CMB.
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We note that both methods would require saving data at a radial resolution that is beyond what is necessary for the standard898

cosmological analysis and might increase the overall data-storage requirements by a factor of a few.899

13. Ancillary Science: Time-Domain Radio Astronomy900

1. Fast Radio Bursts: A new cosmological probe901

The extremely high mapping speed that makes transit interferometers sensitive to large-scale structure also allows them to902

detect transients at very high rates [140–142]. Of particular interest are fast radio bursts (FRBs), a recently discovered and903

poorly understood class of radio transient [143, 144]. FRBs are bright, broadband, millisecond flashes, which have now been904

established to be of extragalactic and cosmological origin [145–147].905

A defining feature of FRBs is that they are highly dispersed: their arrival times depend on spectral frequency due to the906

frequency-dependent refractive index of free electrons in astrophysical plasmas. This dispersion gives a precise measure of the907

column density of electrons to the burst source, presenting opportunities to study the distribution of plasma on cosmological908

scales. The large-scale distribution of plasma is poorly understood since it mostly resides at densities and temperatures where it909

does not significantly emit or absorb radiation. These so-called “missing baryons” have only recently been detected for the first910

time through stacking analyses of the thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect [148, 149]. Beyond providing a better understanding911

of structure formation, a precise measurement of the electron distribution would aid in the interpretation of the kinetic Sunyaev-912

Zel’dovich (kSZ) effect. The kSZ effect measures a degenerate combination of the electron power spectrum and of large-scale913

velocity flows. Independent information about the electron distribution would permit the velocity flows to be disentangled,914

providing a check on the theory of dark-matter structure formation, a probe of the nature of gravity on large scales, and constraints915

on modified gravity models.916

McQuinn [150] proposed measuring the plasma distribution from a sample of FRBs by stacking their dispersion measures on917

foreground optically-detected galaxies. The contribution to the dispersion measure from the FRB hosts, as well as the redshift-918

dependent contributions from interloping plasma, can be separated from the signal using its dependence on impact parameter.919

Such an analysis requires relatively precise sky localizations to significantly better than an arcminute for the FRBs. This could920

be achieved by adding a number of low-cost outriggers to the array providing ∼ 10 km baselines.921

A second, related method is to measure the 3D clustering of FRBs directly using dispersion, and thus electron column density,922

as a proxy for radial distance and redshift [151]. FRBs themselves are likely to be biased tracers of the large-scale structure,923

however, their measured clustering will be distorted by systematic errors in their radial distance measurements from structure in924

the line-of-sight plasma. These dispersion-space distortions can then be exploited to precisely measure the plasma distribution.925

The proposed experiment operates at a factor of two lower frequency than any FRB discovery to date, despite some moderately926

sensitive searches in this band [152]. At these frequencies, the effects of scattering of the burst signals by inhomogeneous plasma927

is expected to make them more difficult to detect (although the presence of this scattering helps in interpreting discovered bursts928

[145]). Nonetheless the instrument should discover between hundreds and thousands of FRBs each day, orders of magnitude929

more than competing efforts.930

2. Pulsars: alternative probe of modified gravity931

Pulsars are highly magnetized neutron stars that, due to their anisotropic emission and rapid spinning, are observed as932

lighthouse-like periodic sources that can be used as astrophysical clocks. The extraordinary precision of these clocks per-933

mits their use in pulsar timing arrays to search for gravitational waves with light-year wavelengths, as would be emitted by the934

mergers of super-massive black holes [153–155]. In addition, the extreme compactness of neutron stars permits precision tests935

of general relativity in the strong gravity regime by tracking the dynamics of multi-body pulsar systems using pulsar timing936

[156, 157]. These opportunities to test fundamental physics depend on the discovery of new highly stable millisecond pulsars or937

pulsars in exotic dynamical systems.938

Like FRB searches, pulsar searches can benefit from the high mapping speed of transit interferometers. The proposed experi-939

ment covers the 200 to 470 MHz band, which includes part of the spectrum that has been identified as promising for discovering940

the millisecond pulsars [158] that permit searches for gravitational waves and the most precise tests of general relativity. Current941

state-of-the-art surveys have searched large fractions of the sky, with a few minutes of integration time, using telescopes with942

order (100m)2 of collecting area. Current algorithms for searching for pulsars in collected data require that data to be contigu-943

ous in time. As such, a transit interferometer can only integrate down in sensitivity for the duration of a transit which, for the944

proposed 6 m dishes and 70 cm wavelength, is roughly 27 minutes for a source at the equator and longer at higher declinations.945

It would take roughly 15 days to survey most of the sky to this depth, at which point the square-kilometer of collecting area and946

27 minutes of dwell time would permit the discovery of pulsars 1000 times fainter than current surveys.947
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In addition, recently proposed algorithms permit the coherent co-adding of observations taken on consecutive days [159],948

meaning the integration time on a given patch of the sky could be dramatically increased. Depending on the efficacy of these949

algorithms, which has not yet been demonstrated, this would permit the detection of sources fainter by yet another order of950

magnitude.951

Compared to future surveys, the proposed experiment will be 300 times more sensitive than CHIME, 64 times more sensitive952

than HIRAX, and 6 times deeper than the maximum depth of FAST (even in a 10-year survey, FAST could only reach its953

maximum depth over a small fraction of the sky, whereas we are proposing to reach this depth over the full sky). The SKA,954

having a similar timeline and comparable collecting area, will have a comparable maximum depth. However, due to the non-955

compact configuration of the SKA antennas, it will only be able to survey a small fraction of the sky to this depth.956
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3. TECHNICAL CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES957

21-cm intensity mapping provides an efficient way to extract cosmological information by building a large radio survey of958

galaxies capable of mapping the Universe to high redshift [5, 160]. Unlike either optical galaxy surveys or traditional radio959

imaging, 21 cm intensity mapping accomplishes this by making low resolution, large-area maps of structure at a resolution960

matched to the cosmological signal of interest. Also unlike traditional surveys, it can uniquely probe the entire history of the961

Universe through the 21-cm line of neutral hydrogen. While the result is a highly effective (in principle) cosmological survey,962

the trade-off is that we cannot resolve and image individual galaxies and so cannot use standard radio imaging, processing, and963

technology, which have all been designed for high-resolution measurements of astronomical objects. As a result, we require new964

techniques in both analysis and instrumentation and a directed R&D path.965

In addition to extending the cosmological science reach of current surveys as noted above, in principle there are no ‘show-966

stoppers’ in the measurement itself. First, the anticipated signal level is ∼ 100µK, accessible to array instruments with many967

detectors. Second, the primary terrestrial signal contaminants come from either the ionosphere, which have been shown to be968

predictable with GPS data, or from human generated radio frequency interference (RFI), which can be mitigated by a suitable969

choice of radio-quiet observation site. The most promising of these sites are located within protected radio quiet zones, reducing970

the risk of degrading the RFI environment in the future. Thus, a ground-based survey is feasible and this allows us to have not971

simply an instrument, but also a development path for future arrays. [AS:What do you mean? At z=5, noise is completely972

dominated by the atmosphere. It is not source of systematic error, but dominated statistical error. LN attempted to973

address this with updated sentence. ] Third, the 21-cm transition is extremely low energy and neutral hydrogen is exceed-974

ingly abundant, thus there are no other emission lines to act as a source of confusion. We do, however, have to contend with975

astrophysical foregrounds, primarily synchrotron emission from our own Galaxy, which can be up to five orders of magnitude976

brighter than the cosmological signal of interest. However, with adequate control on the instrument calibration, we can use the977

spectral smoothness to separate the foregrounds from the signal. It should be emphasized here that this cleaning removes all978

sources which have a spectrally smooth shape, including extended sources (our galaxy) as well as radio point sources.979

Because the signal is in principle measurable, the remaining challenges for this measurement are entirely technical. In this980

Section, we describe the technical hurdles that 21-cm cosmology faces along three main categories and envision an R&D path981

that will address them:982

• Technological: to design and deploy an instrument with optimized sensitivity and stability that has met specifications for983

instrument characterization and includes sufficient computation power. This will be assessed in all phases (design, testing,984

integration, deployment, and during operations) to guarantee that we will sufficiently remove the foreground signals985

and meet sensitivity targets. In Section 3 1 we review the outstanding technological challenges for 21-cm cosmological986

mapping, heavily informed by the experience of the current generation of experiments. In Section 3 2 we summarize the987

main R&D areas to address these, and then describe specific technology advances in more detail.988

• Analysis: foreground mitigation strategies built on knowledge from current generations of instruments. This is discussed989

in more detail in Section 3 3.990

• Simulations: To explore additional cosmological parameter forecasts with full instrument characteristics. Simulation991

needs are described in in Section 3 4.992

In addition, in Section 3 5 we relate the technical needs of a 21-cm experiment to historical DOE strengths and capabilities,993

as well as pointing out opportunities for growth.994

1. Technical Considerations995

While the 21-cm line of neutral hydrogen has been used by astronomers for decades to look at hydrogen in nearby galaxies,996

its promise as a cosmological tool is far more recent. Early generations of 21-cm instruments have taken a variety of forms.997

Initial arrays focused on making measurements of the entire sky, at the cost of poor instrument redundancy and characterization,998

for the purpose of measuring the epoch of reionization around redshift ∼ 8 [161–165]. This led to a new design which is999

currently being deployed for the experiment HERA, using dishes which see only a portion of the sky but can be characterized1000

more easily [11, 166, 167]. It was realized in 2006 [160] that interferometers sensitive to redshifted neutral hydrogen could also1001

be used to build a survey of galaxies at unprecedented redshifts to transform constraints on Dark Energy and other cosmological1002

parameters. The first measurements were made on large, steerable dishes [5, 8, 10], choosing a survey region which overlaps with1003

high-redshift galaxy surveys, allowing a detection via cross-correlation. As will be discussed, this instrument choice is limiting1004

at higher redshifts, and so new radio interferometers have been built, dedicated to measuring this signal. The primary instrument1005

is CHIME [168–171], which has chosen a cylindrical dish design to give the instrument a wide field of view in one direction,1006

compromising calibration in one dimension but not in the other, in the hopes that the result can be calibrated. Simulations for1007
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CHIME produced the first specifications on this calibration: the instrument response on the sky (‘beam’) must be understood1008

to 0.1%, and the time-dependent response of the instrument (‘gain’) must be calibrated to 1% [172, 173]. Experience from1009

CHIME has shown that these specifications are difficult to meet, and place stringent requirements on redundancy, stability, and1010

early characterization.1011

•Required Sensitivity. In the absence of systematic effects, detecting the 21-cm signal requires fielding instruments including1012

thousands of receivers. The mean brightness temperature of the cosmological 21-cm signal in the redshift range 0.1 < z < 61013

is about 0.1 - 1 mK. State-of-the-art radio telescopes operating in the relevant frequency bands have system noise temperatures1014

that range from 25 K (cryogenic) to 100 K (uncooled) including thermal emission from the ground (beam spillover). As an1015

example of the sensitivity required, consider a survey near redshift z ∼ 1 that covers half the sky with a spatial resolution of1016

∼ 10h−1 Mpc, approximately the nonlinear scale for cosmic structure formation. This scale corresponds to an angular size (in1017

the transverse direction) at that redshift of about 0.3◦ and in the radial direction to a frequency resolution of about 2 MHz. Such1018

a survey would have about 2×105 pixels. At these frequencies, the sky brightness will dominate the instantaneous receiver noise1019

temperature as long as the receiver noise temperature ≤ 100 K. Assuming 100 K receiver temperatures and a spectral resolution1020

of 2 MHz we would require an integration time of about 4 × 105 seconds on each pixel to reach 0.1 mK. The survey could be1021

performed with, for example, an array of 4000 receivers operating for 1 year to achieve maps with signal to noise∼ 1 on 10Mpc1022

scales at which point information on larger-scale modes will already saturate. In addition, the focus instrumentation, telescopes,1023

and radio correlator must be designed carefully to address cross-talk between channels to minimize correlated noise. [AS:The1024

last sentence seems out of place here.]1025

• Environmental considerations. In addition to receiver noise and sky brighness, there are a few other sources of contami-1026

nation which must be minimized and accounted for in the design process.1027

• Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) – Radio bands equivalent to the 21-cm redshift range 0.1 < z < 6 are popular as1028

communications frequencies. This forms a bright RFI signal at discrete frequencies within our measurement band. Be-1029

cause these signals can easily overwhelm the analog amplification, and hence reduce overall instrument sensitivity, radio1030

telescope site locations are chosen to be remote areas with limited communications in countries with suitable infrastruc-1031

ture, such as the middle of South Africa or western Australia [174]. In addition, the digital processing and electronics1032

built for instrument can be the largest source of RFI, and so careful design of RFI enclosures is absolutely critical to the1033

success of the instrument.1034

• Ionosphere – The ionosphere is a plasma and acts in concert with the Earth’s magnetic field to rotate the polarization vector1035

of incoming light. This is proportional to λ2, and while it is not expected to impact the shorter wavelengths (frequencies1036

above 500 MHz, ∼ z < 2), it has been measured at longer wavelengths (∼150 MHz, z∼8). This rotation is proportional1037

to the number of free electrons in the ionosphere and is important for telecommunications, and can be modeled with GPS1038

data and accurate maps of the magnetic field [175].1039

• The telescope location should also be chosen to maximize ’up time’: time the instrument is taking good data. This needs1040

to include reliable power and data infrastructure, a dry location and/or suitable weatherproofing to keep moisture at a1041

minimum in the circuitry at the focus, and ideally a fairly low thermal cycle throughout the day and the year to aid in1042

achieving the instrument stability goals.1043

• Astrophysical Foregrounds Astrophysical foregrounds, primarily synchrotron emission from the Galaxy and unresolved1044

point sources, have much higher intensity than the cosmological signal of interest. These foregrounds have a smooth spectral1045

shape and hence can in principle be distinguished from the 21-cm emission from Large Scale Structure [176–179]. However, any1046

frequency dependence in the instrument response, for example from the instrument beam or gain fluctuations, can complicate our1047

ability to differentiate between the smooth foreground and the essentially Gaussian cosmological signal [172, 173]. Adequately1048

removing this foreground places requirements on our beam and gain that must be carefully integrated into the instrument design,1049

verified during testing and deployment, and include dedicated techniques for instrument calibration.1050

• Computing Scale. Radio astronomy has always been at the forefront of ‘big data’ in astronomy. Current generation 21-cm1051

instruments produce∼135TB of data per day without any compression, doing anN2 operation on the data where N is the number1052

of elements (currently N∼ 103), representing a data processing, transfer, and storage challenge. The best compression algorithm1053

would achieve ∼ N logN compression rates [180] but relies on a high degree of redundancy within the interferometer. For1054

order N ∼ 104 elements for future arrays, this compression would reduce the data rate from 13.5 PB per day to 1PB per day.1055

Even compressed, we will record as much data in one month as the LHC does in a year. Like particle physics triggering to1056

reduce data volume, we will also have to explore additional ways to downsample our data, perhaps compressing into maps on a1057

daily or weekly cadence, increasing the pressure on accurate real-time instrument calibration.1058
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2. Technologies Enabling Science1059

Understanding the technical challenges illustrated above allows us to identify dedicated, targted research and development1060

areas that, when successful, will enable a 21-cm Stage 2 experiment as described in the science case. Here we present first a1061

summary of an R&D agenda, and then go into detail on specific advances and the needs they will address.1062

1. R&D Agenda Summary1063

Technical areas that we foresee making progress on in the immediate future include:1064

•1065

•1066

•1067

2. Electronics and signal processing1068

[PWS – This sub-section collects all text on electronic signal processing, ie everything between the pickup and first digital1069

fiber transfers; and is also the current home for details on calibration strategies, parts of which may point to other sub-sections.1070

This will be the longest sub-section by far.]1071

[PWS – As of 6/21/18 this has all the formerly separate text pieces just gathered together, need now to solidify and trim1072

redundancies all under one roof.]1073

[PWS – this paragraph seems redundant now and could be taken out.] The primary technical challenges delineated above1074

involve improving the sensitivity and developing technology that can allow for more flexible calibration strategies to meet the1075

foreground removal requirements. We propose a three-pronged development effort: early digitization for improved stability,1076

improvements in beam and gain calibration, and improvements in the noise and uniformity of the radio receiver elements.1077

Together with advances in analysis and computation they can be used to achieve the benchmarks necessary for cosmological1078

measurements.1079

• Calibration Drivers and Techniques. Work in 21-cm calibration focuses on instrument gain and beam measurement for1080

the goal of removing astrophysical foreground power. Current instruments rely primarily on sky signals for calibration, however1081

this has not been adequate to improve foreground removal.1082

• Gain Variation – Each antenna has a characteristic response to a signal, which varies with both time and frequency, known1083

as the instrument gain. The frequency-dependent gain for each input must be known to ∼ 1% on time scales between the1084

integration period (< 5s scales) and a few hours (depending on the frequency of on-sky radio calibrator sources) [173].1085

The two primary techniques for achieving this are to design an instrument which is inherently stable enough to meet1086

this specification (as discussed in ’Early digitization’ below) or to design a calibration plan which can ensure we meet1087

this specification, or (ideally) both. CHIME [168, 171] is updating a classic radio noise-injection scheme which can be1088

used to calibrate many signal chains at once. To implement such an active calibration technique for dishes will require1089

development of stablized transmission algorithms and may be made easier with early digitization and development of1090

calibration sources which may be independently fielded at the focus or flown on a quadcopter drone. We will also require1091

passive models of gain and beam variation with temperature and dish pointing. This modeling is essentially standard for1092

radio telescopes although precision modelling has been demonstrated with at least one instrument (CHIME).1093

• Redundancy calibration – 21-cm interferometric arrays have a history of attempting to use the redundancy of the dishes1094

and spacing to form a real-time on-sky calibration [181–186], however so far these solutions have not proved sufficient1095

to be used in cosmological analysis. This work remains in an early stage of development and so far solutions from the1096

data are not adequate for calibration requirements, however updates using data from current-generation instruments are1097

anticipated to improve these solutions, as will improved uniformity of the array elements.1098

• Early Digitization for improved stability. Analog components (amplifiers and cables) are subject to gain variation, typi-1099

cally due to temperature changes, as the signal travels from the focus of the dish to the later digitization and correlation stages.1100

As noted above, gain variation is one of the limiting factors in removal of astrophysical foreground power. One avenue of de-1101

velopment is to digitize directly at the focus of the dish because signal information is “vulnerable” at all points along the analog1102
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stages, so the imperative is to digitize as early as possible, after which the signal is (nearly) “invulnerable”. The resulting digital1103

signal has more resiliency against time-variable changes in the signal chain, offers the possibility of more flexibility in calibra-1104

tion injection signal algorithms to make gain solutions more robust, and allows us to use commodity or other well-established1105

protocols developed for timing and data transfer. However, this comes at the expense of overcoming the RFI from the digitiza-1106

tion in the field, potentially increased cost, and will require all amplification to occur at the focus and thus we may find we need1107

thermal regulation at the focus as well.1108

Several technology developments make receiver electronics with integrated digitizers (early digitization) a promising technol-1109

ogy for 21-cm projects. Critical components that are now available commercially include:1110

• Room temperature amplifiers with noise temperatures below sky brightness requirements from 100MHz to 1.2GHz.1111

• Low cost digitizers operating at 5Gs/s with 6 effective bits, with higher cost units providing up to 14-bit resolution.1112

This allows direct digitization of the RF without requiring mixers, high performance band selection filters or high order1113

frequency equalizers, while providing sufficient dynamic range to protect against interfering signals. [AS:Need to be less1114

precise here, mention trade-offs between digitizer speed and filters, etc.]1115

• Low cost programmable logic devices capable of interfacing with a high-speed ADC, providing digital filtering to the1116

frequency range of interest, and interfacing to high speed networks.1117

• In the near future the availability of integrated RF / ADC / FPGA devices that may provide a path to very compact1118

high-performance receivers1119

By digitizing at the focus we broaden the possibilities for instrument calibration, bandwidth, and signal processing, however1120

there are a few additional considerations:1121

• As noted, one of the technical challenges for 21-cm telescopes is the need for high gain stability over at least 24 hours. The1122

primary culprits of gain variation with temperature come from the amplifiers and any analog transmission (either coaxial1123

cable loss or Radio-frequency-over-fiber). By digitizing at the focus, the analog transmission is unnecessary and then any1124

variation will be dominated purely by the amplifiers. The resulting temperature variation can be either mitigated by use of1125

thermal regulation of the circuitry at each dish focus or removed by injecting a calibration signal, or both. Because noise1126

diodes have a gain stability of 2× 10−3/◦C, achieving the required gain stability still requires thermal regulation of ∼◦C.1127

Amplifiers have roughly similar thermal regulation requirements, however they are more difficult to decouple from the1128

environment because they are either connected or embedded in the antenna. Thus, development should be placed towards1129

building calibration sources, digital or otherwise, to enable gain stabilization.1130

• We must isolate the sensitive RF input with signals in the -100dBm range from the high power digital outputs from the1131

ADC which typically operate near 0 dBm. In addition RF radiation from the digital processing system must be shielded1132

from the input and from any other antennas.1133

• The raw data rate from the digitizer is large, a few ×10Gbit/second. This can be substantially reduced with digital1134

filtering in the FPGA that receives the digitizer data, followed by transmitting only the bandwidth containing useful1135

physics data. For some correlator architectures it may also be useful to transmit data separated by frequency band to1136

an array of correlation processors. The system essentially samples everything up to 6GHz [AS:Where is this 6GHz1137

suddenly coming from. Even at 5Gs/s we’re only getting up to 2.5GHz] and then digitally filters down to the band of1138

interest. This in theory can do significantly better than an analog filter and should become more cost effective on the time1139

scale of this instrument.1140

• Front-end sensitivity, stabilization, and uniformity1141

The receiver noise temperature is dominated by loss in the analog feed as well as the noise in the first stage amplification.1142

HIRAX has chosen to reduce the system noise by fabricating the first stage amplifier directly in the antenna itself, reducing1143

the transmission loss and taking full advantage of low-noise transistors available in these bands. We will learn more about the1144

feasibility of this technique for mass production as additional prototypes are fabricated for HIRAX, however it is important to1145

note that current generations of 21-cm experiments [11] have found that their bandpass shape is a limitation of their foreground1146

removal, and are actively working on new feed designs that have a more carefully shaped bandpass. One development path for1147

the active circuitry in the HIRAX feed would be to add additional RF circuitry to flatten bandpass to remove ripple and other1148

features, allowing an easier path for foreground removal.1149

We expect that we will learn much from the current generation of instruments towards forming a calibration plan for fore-1150

ground removal, however we anticipate that we will employ a technique known as ’redundant baseline’ calibration: similar1151

interferometric baselines should see the same sky signal, and so differences between them can be used to assess relative instru-1152

ment gains over time. Most 21-cm instruments have chosen their baseline spacing to use this technique, however have been1153

limited by the fact that their interferometric elements are not identical enough to achieve precision calibration. To overcome this,1154
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FIG. 18. Block diagram for a proposed early digitization front-end.

we would investigate dish fabrication tolerances required for this calibration as well as how we might use new dish fabrication1155

techniques (for example, fiberglass dishes with embedded mesh conductors, currently being prototyped for SKA and HIRAX)1156

to meet these needs. In addition, uniformity between baselines will also allow us to more efficiently decimate our data (either by1157

co-adding similar baselines, or allowing us to form the most efficient FFT-version of this [ref]).1158

3. Analog design optimization [PWS - Can we just say “optics” here? I defer to LN]1159

[PWS – This sub-section collects all text on dish design and prototyping, including any secondary optics (e.g. horns, sub-1160

reflectors) and receivers. Also includes points on making dishes uniform and minimizing cross-talk, etc., thought that could1161

logically also be moved to Beam Characterization sub-section.]1162

• Optimization of analog design. Most existing and near-future 21-cm experiments, e.g. CHIME [168], Tianlai [187],1163

HIRAX [140], and HERA [11], all have chosen parabolic reflectors with the receivers supported at the focus with metal legs,1164

leading to some diffraction and reflections. To illuminate the dish, they have also designed open dipole receivers with wide1165

beams that have non-negligible cross-talk and frequency-dependence. These choices are typically made as a cost- and complexity1166

savings, but make calibration more difficult. Further study for optimization, including options such as off-axis geometries (like1167

SKA-mid and ngvLA) and possibly horn/Gregorian receivers, will be important particularly since many of those experiments will1168

have greater experience with the parabolic reflector geometries in the near-term. HIRAX in particular is also experimenting with1169

active amplification in the feed, which can reduce the noise temperature of the receiver by up to 30%, although introduces more1170

stringent oscillation conditions on all amplification stages to reduce the possibility of amplifier oscillation. The optimization1171

would include keeping marginal costs low while also meeting uniformity and bandwidth flatness specifications.1172

• Uniform interferometric elements for calibration and data compression. The two benefits to enforcing sufficient uni-1173

formity between receiver elements (dish and receiver chain), and spacing the dishes such that many of the dishes are the same1174

distance apart (so-called baseline redundancy) are: (i) redundant measurements can be used as an additional method for gain1175

calibration and stabilization; (ii) fewer independent but identical baselines can be used to form an ‘FFT telescope’ [188–191],1176

allowing us to reduce the data correlation, processing, storage, transfer, and offline analysis from an order N2 scaling to order1177

NlogN for the same overall statistical significance. Many 21-cm interferometers are designed with numerous redundant spac-1178

ings, however have not yet placed strict requirements on uniformity of each receiver element, and so have found it difficult to1179

take full advantage of the array redundancy. Fully realizing these advantages will place stringent requirements on the uniformity1180

of response, beam shape, mechanical construction and alignment, gain control, etc. across what will ultimately be on the order1181

of thousands of detector copies.1182

4. Beam Characterization1183

[PWS – This sub-section collects all text for work on measuring beam response, including drones, satellites, etc.]1184
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• Beam Characterization – Each antenna also has a characteristic response on the sky, known as the instrument beam.1185

Because this response (main beam and sidelobes, as well as polarization) is capable of mixing frequency dependence1186

and sky location, it is expected to be the primary source of contamination from foreground emission into the signal1187

band, and so must be known even more accurately than the gain (∼0.1%) [173]. This level of calibration is difficult1188

for 21-cm telescopes because they are stationary and designed to have large beams for improved survey speed [192]. In1189

addition, some instruments (such as CHIME) have large dish sizes which can be difficult to model and simulate, requiring1190

exceedingly detailed knowledge of support structures and surface mesh (to ∼5 centimeter accuracy across each 20 m x1191

100 m reflector). Many 21-cm instruments are beginning to use quadcopter drones to map the beam shape (HERA[193],1192

SKA[194, 195], LOFAR[196]) and while this technique is likely to meet the needs for 21-cm cosmology it is unlikely1193

we will be able to measure all of the beams from all of the dishes in an instrument with ∼ 104 dishes, and so this beam1194

calibration requirement also forces a specification on uniformity in dish fabrication.1195

• Gain Considerations – As noted, we require both exquisite control of the gain as well as a high degree of precision in1196

beam mapping. The technology developments currently employed for beam mapping are drone calibration [ref ref ref] and1197

holography [ref]. Depending on the results from the first generation of 21-cm experiments, we may require a steerable dish1198

located near the array to enable holography measurements, and will certainly want to develop beam-mapping techniques1199

with drones that would be suitable for large arrays. We will investigate the possibility of combining drone mapping,1200

holography, and dish baseline uniformity to produce beam maps with the required precision. [PWS – Is this paragraph1201

something of an orphan here?]1202

5. Data flow and processing1203

[PWS – This sub-section collects any text about R&D projects to help with data flow and any first-stage processing, e.g.1204

building any custom ASIC or FPGA hardware to do correlation products or FFT beam-forming. Note that this is distinct from1205

what’s in the later section on Data Analysis, which is about utilizing the primitives for physics.]1206

• Scalable Computing. Computing requirements for a ∼ 104-element interferometer come from both the correlation bur-1207

den and the storage, transfer, and analysis of the resulting data. We will need to pursue development of back-end computing1208

approaches which can improve the cost scaling both for equipment and power. Examples could be (i) generalized GPU pro-1209

gramming which will be able to take smoothly take advantage of future hardware, including those in development for next-1210

generation compute clusters at DOE-led HPC resources; (ii) using commodity-hosted FPGA’s for corollator computing; (iii)1211

using/developing dedicated ASIC’s, etc.1212

6. Siting and terrestrial RFI mitigation1213

[PWS – This sub-section collects text on future work to decide on the best site, which should be recognized as an R&D1214

category on its own.]1215

The frequency range of interest for cosmology is ∼ 200-800 MHz, encompassing TV bands (∼200 MHz), cell phones, and1216

various communication and navigation bands. The proliferation of communications over the past few decades has forced new1217

radio telescopes to more remote locations where fewer people mean less radio frequency interference from these sources. The1218

two places remote enough to be able to use most of the 200-800 MHz band, and with the ability to build infrastructure for a large1219

telescope, were selected as the site for the Square Kilometer Array (SKA), in both the Karoo Desert (South Africa) and western1220

Australia. The infrastructure investment from SKA for power and data transmission make these two locations particularly1221

attractive for a site location.1222

7. Physics Algorithm Development1223

[PWS – This sub-section collects material on R&D work for developing physics algorithms, particularly for dealing with1224

foregrounds; it’s not hardware but should be recognized as an R&D area. For now this is distinct from the Data Analysis section,1225

that could be re-visited if too awkward.]1226

• Analysis Development. The technological challenges for 21-cm cosmology include improved analysis and simulations1227

tools, in particular to ensure we can adequately remove foreground emission. First, identifying a reasonable, cost-effective1228

design which will meet all of our goals will require instrument and sky simulations, allowing us to formulate design goals and1229

metrics based on reducing instrument systematics. This analysis must proceed on multiple fronts: initial simulation work for1230
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a fiducial instrument design, adding realistic systematics assessed from current experiments, implementing analysis techniques1231

for mitigating these systematics from those same experiments, systematically combining these techniques across the full redshift1232

range, and identifying the resulting requirements on instrument design. This will allow us to make informed instrument choices1233

to determine cost effectiveness of various options and identify where we require additional effort. In addition to helping specify1234

instrument design requirements, it will potentially allow developments in a variety of ongoing analysis techniques in the field,1235

including redundant baseline calibration algorithms and foreground removal strategies consistent across all frequencies. This1236

analysis effort requires a full end-to-end simulation pipeline based on current work in the 21-cm field and initial work performed1237

for this white paper with a tight connection between the theory, analysis, and instrumentation groups.1238

[PWS – Nominal end of section 3.2]1239

3. Data Analysis1240

Delivering science results from 21-cm data sets depends crucially on developing robust data analysis techniques to deal with1241

astrophysical foreground contamination (and probably other things). Even an ideal instrument couples anisotropy in the1242

astrophysical foregrounds into spectral structure with amplitude sometimes in excess of the cosmological signal. There exist in1243

the literature many proposed techniques to separate the cosmological signal from the foregrounds, and a requirement for any1244

21-cm survey is that these techniques be tested on realistic simulations of data from a proposed instrument configuration.1245

Foreground mitigation falls broadly into two classes: foreground avoidance and foreground cleaning. Foreground avoidance1246

is the simplest of these two approaches, relying on the fact that contamination produced by a typical interferometer configuration1247

is strongest in certain regions of k-space. Producing cosmological results only using the cleanest modes is a simple and effective1248

technique. This technique, however, becomes deeply unsatisfactory at low frequencies, particularly in the dark ages. Here galac-1249

tic synchrotron and extragalactic point source radiation quickly becomes very bright, typically hundreds of Kelvin at 100 MHz,1250

even at high galactic latitudes. At the same time the window of clean modes dramatically narrows due to the relative scaling1251

of the angular diameter distance and Hubble parameter with redshift [Pober]. Combined this means that at a given threshold1252

for contamination we exclude increasingly large regions of k-space at high redshifts, significantly degrading any cosmological1253

result.1254

Foreground cleaning in conjunction with foreground avoidance then becomes an attractive option. A general feature of fore-1255

ground cleaning methods is that they rely on detailed knowledge of the instrument response to predict and subtract the actual1256

foreground signal. For instance, given perfect knowledge of the complex beam of each individual antenna, a tomographic map of1257

the sky can be effectively deconvolved to remove the spectral structure induced by the instrument’s beam. The residual contam-1258

ination is set by both the amplitude of the raw contamination and the accuracy with which the beam has been measured. This is1259

similar in spirit to the residual temperature-to-polarization leakage produced by mismatched beams of orthogonal polarizations1260

in CMB B-mode searches, which can be accurately predicted and removed given beam measurements despite the fact that the1261

CMB temperature anisotropy “foreground” is orders of magnitude larger than the B-mode signal.1262

The efficacy of any data analysis method depends on a number of factors. There are some which are simply properties of1263

the real sky, such as: the amplitude of the foregrounds relative to the 21-cm signal; and the spatial and spectral structure of the1264

foregrounds. These we cannot change, except by attempting to exclude regions of the sky where they are most problematic.1265

However, there are some factors that we can control through design:1266

• the optical design of the instrument, particularly the baseline distribution and the primary element, which controls the1267

amount of foreground contamination1268

• the time stability of the instrument, both the analog signal chain which controls the magnitude of calibration errors, and1269

the optical stability which makes requirements on beam knowledge time dependent1270

and some that we control through dedicated systems and analysis stages. In particular how we perform:1271

• real-time instrument calibration, particularly for analog gains1272

• offline calibration, generally targeting understanding beam properties.1273

All of these factors, in addition to the more easily understood noise temperature of the front end amplifiers and sky, combine to1274

determine the ultimate errors on cosmological parameters.1275

In principle, the performance and robustness of any data analysis technique can be tested on a suite of simulations that include1276

the above effects and that bracket a sufficiently wide range of assumptions regarding both the astrophysical foregrounds and1277

the instrument performance. It is possible that different analysis techniques are optimal at different frequencies or for different1278

science goals, but these can and should be tested before committing to a final design. Furthermore, the instrument design should1279

be informed by the requirements of the analysis.1280
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FIG. 19. 21cm maps at a frequency of 710 MHz over a channel width of 1 MHz with an angular resolution of 1.5’ over an area of ' 4 deg2.
The left panel has been created from a state-of-the-art hydrodynamic simulation with a computational cost of more than 10 million cpu hours.
The 21cm map on the right panel has been made by painting HI on top dark matter halos of an N-body simulation using the a simplification of
the ingredients outlined in [197], whose computational cost is several orders of magnitude lower than the full hydro.

4. Simulation Needs and Challenges1281

The challenges facing 21-cm surveys are significant but, at least to z = 6, well understood. Producing realistic simulations of1282

data from any instrument configuration and propagating these simulations to final cosmological results is therefore an entirely1283

realistic prospect. The steps are straightforward: (1) produce a suite of full-sky maps of the “true” sky, with one map per fre-1284

quency and at each frequency bin observed by the instrument[RS: Is it ever important to account for the exact channel shape1285

which requires generating higher frequency maps and integrating over then channel shape]; (2) “observe” these maps with1286

a simulation pipeline that contains sufficient realism to capture any and all non-idealities that might produce contamination in1287

the data; (3) feed these mock observations into the data analysis pipeline discussed in the previous section, and the same pipeline1288

that would be used on real data, and produce reduced data and cosmological analyses.1289

Regarding (1), [FV: it has been shown that one can take advantage of the fact that neutral hdyrogen in the post-1290

reionization era resides almost entirely inside dark matter halos[197]. Thus, one can calibrate the relation between dark1291

matter halos and HI using hydrodynamic simulations and create 21cm maps via less expensive methods such as N-body1292

or fast numerical simulations like COLA [198].]1293

For verification of foreground removal effectiveness gaussian or pseudo-Gaussian 21-cm simulations are largely sufficient1294

[CoLoRec, Alonso; maybe CORA]. However, for targeting sensitivity to specific effects (e.g. non-Gaussian initial conditions),1295

or in cross-correlation with other probes, more accurate simulations constructed from mock-catalogues will be required. This1296

allows us to produce correctly correlated maps for additional tracers (e.g. LSST photometric galaxies), and also for radio point1297

source contribution to the foregrounds. However, the mapping of HI mass into halo mass is still uncertain and will limit the1298

accuracy of such simulations. [FV: Thus, calibration of those ingredients versus hydrodynamic simulations is desired.]1299

As the dominant foreground contribution simulating the galactic synchrotron must be done with care, to ensure that the1300

simulations are not artificially easy to clean. Conceptually a simple approximation can be produced by proceeding from a1301

full sky map at a radio frequency (typically the HASLAM radio survey map at 408 MHz) and scaling this map to different1302

frequencies based on the known spectral index of galactic synchrotron radiation. However this is not sufficient at the dynamic1303

range between the foregrounds and the 21-cm signal and we must be careful to include: spectral variations about a pure power1304

law; small scale angular fluctuations not captured in existing survey; and polarization, including the effects of emission at a wide1305

range of Faraday depths which generates significant spectral structure in the polarized emission.1306

This last effect means that ideally a 21-cm array should therefore be able to reject polarization with high fidelity lest1307

polarization-to-temperature leakage occur, a reverse of the corresponding temperature-to-polarization leakage problem in CMB.1308

Simulating the effect of mismatched polarization response is therefore crucial, emphasizing the need for accurate simulations of1309

the polarized radio sky to proceed [CORA and CRIME]1310

In this step, one can change assumptions about the spectral index, the existence of spectral features beyond a power law in the1311

frequency scaling, or spatial variation in the spectral index, to test the robustness of data analysis techniques. A possible model1312
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for how such an analysis would proceed is the CMB Stage-IV r forecasting work, which has similarly explored the range of bias1313

and error on r resulting from incorrect assumptions about the frequency scaling of galactic dust and synchrotron foregrounds.1314

Regarding (2), a realistic instrument simulation pipeline would take the maps discussed and convolve them with the complex1315

beam for each antenna in the interferometer. This can be done by direct convolution utilising the fact that for a transit telescope it1316

is sufficient to generate a single day of data. However for wide-field transit interferometers this can be more efficiently performed1317

in harmonic space using the m-mode formalism (O(N logN) instead of O(N2)). [RS: My experience is that the convolution1318

step isn’t actually that bad, so I’m not sure if ultimately it will be the most costly step — so I removed that statement]1319

For these simulations we need to generate realistic simulations of the telescope beams. Electromagnetic simulation codes such1320

as CST, GRASP and HFSS can be used for this, but achieving the accuracy required is challenging computationally [Tianlai1321

beam paper; HERA beam paper; CHIME beam paper]. An alternate approach is to generate synthetic beams with sufficient1322

complexity to capture the challenges posed by real beam, these are computationally easier to produce, but must be informed by1323

real measurements and electromagnetic simulations to ensure their realism.1324

Capturing non-idealities in the analog system particularly gain variations in the data, and 1/f noise is mostly straightforward1325

as these can be applied directly to the ideal timestreams. Additionally we need to add in variable sources of emission that may1326

effect our observations such as solar, jovian and lunar emission as well as the effects of RFI at low levels [Harper et al. – satellite1327

RFI for BINGO].1328

The mock observations are then fed to the data analysis pipeline. In the case of foreground cleaning methods that make use of1329

calibration data, the effect of measurement precision in the calibration data can be tested by perturbing the “known” instrument1330

properties to produce mock calibration data. Ideally, as the noise in the calibration data goes to zero, the contamination in the1331

results also decreases to zero. This procedure can be used to produce benchmarks for gain calibration, beam calibration, etc etc.1332

MW: As a strategy question, might we not be well served by saying this is a problem where we poor folks could use the help1333

of the Labs and the big-iron simulators, who would then have one more thing to tell DOE they’re doing? Isn’t DOE wonderful at1334

doing these end-to-end simulations with the science team, instrumentalists and phenomenologists operating together as a single1335

collaboration – unlike those heathen Astronomers?1336

5. Relation to DOE capabilities1337

This chapter has enumerated analysis challenges for turning the idea of efficiently mapping the universe on large scales using1338

21-cm radiation into reality. These challenges are not unlike turning the idea of “colliding protons to learn about Higgs” into1339

ATLAS and CMS, two of the biggest and most complext instruments in the history of humanity. If accelerator physics we1340

also turn data from imperfect detectors into useful science output by applicaiton of multi-level calibration schemes realized1341

through careful project management, instrument production and ultimately a complete end-to-end numerical simulation of the1342

measurement process. DOE has unique advantages and history in this field which makes it a particularly useful home for1343

development of this experiment. We divide them in several categories discussed below: technical, management and simulation.1344

Technical capabilities. The first commonality between radio receiver and particle accelerators lies in the RF mode manipula-1345

tion used to match RF sources to waveguides, and waveguides to accelerator structures. The hardware that performs these mode1346

manipulations is closely related to the matching optics used for radio telescopes. Although the purpose of optics is different, the1347

tricks of the trade remain broadly similar and it is possible to imagine rich cross-pollination of ideas.1348

DOE also has significant experience with high channel count RF and digitization systems used for the control and diagnostics1349

of large particle accelerators for high energy physics and basic energy science. A large accelerator such as the SLAC LCLSII1350

can include over a thousand channels of RF front ends and high-performance digitizers connected to a distributed data network.1351

In detail accelerator RF systems are optimized differently than radio telescope front ends, with typically higher dynamic range,1352

and lower bandwidth and noise performance, however there remains a lot of commonality between the designs. Once signals1353

are digitized, they need to be moved around using massively multiplexed digital data highways for further real-time processing.1354

The US ATLAS collaboration which currently operates at 25GB/second and near future X-ray detectors are planed to operate1355

at over 1TB/second. Platforms such as FELIX and gfex, that were developed by DOE with accelerators in mind can find very1356

direct applications in real-time 21-cm signal processing.1357

Management capabilities. As we discussed repeatedly in this chapter, part of the calibration strategy is to have elements1358

that are produced to be similar enough that per-element calibration does not need to be complicated. This requires careful1359

management, quality control and metrology. DOE projects include high multiplicity arrays for large scale particle detectors1360

including collaborating on ATLAS and CMS, as well as detectors for X-ray imaging, LSST focal plan detectors and CMB Stage1361

4 bolometers.1362

Finally, DOE has experience running large collaborations, traditionally in accelerator particle physics with ATLAS and CMS1363

detectors, but ore recently also in cosmic frontier with the LSST Dark Energy Science Collaboration. The later is at the vanguard1364

of full system simulation with the DESC Data Challenges. Not such effort has been ever been undertaken in traditional astronomy1365

community. As it was argued in this chapter, it will be absolutely essential to perform realistic end-to-end simulations for 21-cm1366

Stage 2 experiment.1367
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Computing capabilities. All stages of developing this experiment will require large involvement of computing facilities. The1368

full system simulation as well as actual data processing will require high-throughput computing and efficient storage, handling1369

and processing of massive amounts of data. This can be efficiently addressed through existing and planned infrastructure facilities1370

within the DOE laboratory complex that will also drive new developments in network connectivity between DOE sites. DOE1371

manages NERSC, one of the world’s largest high-performance computing systems and has put significant investment into an1372

exascale computing at Argonne National Lab and Oak Ridge National Lab. It also hosts two CERN Tier-1 data centers.1373

In addition to challenges presented by the data volumes alone, there are massive algorithmic challenges that can be efficiently1374

addressed using existing DOE structures present within Advanced Science Computer Research (ASCR) and SciDAC. On the1375

simulation side these includes running large simulations of the universe. On the data analysis sides, the calibration problems1376

and foreground removal problems can be recast in terms of large-scale linear solvers, error analysis, kernel estimation, machine1377

learning, etc. These problems will benefit from developments in the current exascale initiative and work that has been done on1378

hybrid compute architectures that can be particularly efficient ith large data rates.1379

At the moment there are small path-finder efforts at various labs not directly funded the by DOE HEP. At BNL a small test-1380

bed experiment BMX has been set-up operating at 1.1-1.5GHz. It has been taking data for 9 months and 100 day cleanest data1381

has been analysed. The results are promising despite the experiment being situated at the lab site which is an extremely poor1382

location in terms of RFI. Early science results include characterization of out-of-band emission from global navigation satellite1383

services that will act as a potential systematic for low-redshift experiments. As the test-bed the system will be used to test various1384

approaches towards beam and gain calibration as well as early digitization prototypes.1385

At Fermilab, . . .1386

At SLAC (?), . . .1387
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4. FUTURE: SCIENCE WITH DARK AGES1388

1. A new window into the Universe1389

In the CMB, well-understood linear processes are sufficient to relate observed anisotropies in temperature and polarization to1390

perturbations in the energy density generated during the early universe. This is what makes the CMB such a powerful probe of1391

fundamental physics, limited mainly by diffusion damping [199] that erases anisotropies (and therefore primordial information)1392

on small scales. On the other hand, lower-redshift large-scale structure in principle offers many more accessible modes, but a1393

large portion of these modes are affected by nonlinear processes that are difficult to model. These nonlinearities are less severe at1394

higher redshift: in particular, before the first collapsed objects formed at z ∼ 30, the limiting scale is the Jeans scale, kJ ∼ 3001395

Mpc−1 [200]. Since the number of linear modes scales as the cube of the maximum linear wavenumber, observations at this1396

epoch hold great promise for increasing our knowledge of fundamental physics.1397

The only observable available to us during this epoch is the 21cm hyperfine transition of neutral hydrogen.5 The theory of1398

the high-redshift 21cm signal is very well understood [202, 203], and for most purposes is well described by linear perturbation1399

theory [200]. From a practical standpoint, the signal, which is in absorption against the CMB back-light, will be very hard to1400

observe for many reasons that are similar to those that hinder the detection of 21cm emission at lower redshifts. In addition, a1401

21cm photon originating at these very high redshifts will redshift into the low MHz wavebands, which will be hard to observe1402

from the ground due to reflection by the ionosphere. It is estimated that this limitation becomes significant for z & 45 (ν .1403

30MHz [204]) [SF: added cite for ionosphere reflection frequency], and any signal beyond that would require an experiment1404

outside of the ionosphere, such as in space, or, as has been proposed in Refs. [204? , 205] on the far side of the moon. [AS:Ok,1405

here we need to make sure how hard-core this 45 limit is and put it on the same footing as intro.]1406

This certainly implies that any measurement will be very far in the future. For this reason, we will not suggest a specific1407

experiment (which would come with a unique set of limitations), but instead remark upon the general potential of an experiment1408

targeting these observations, that would inevitably build on the progress made with lower-redshift detections. Simply put, the1409

high-redshift 21cm signal will provide a three dimensional window into the linear Universe, providing access to of order 1010
1410

more modes than the CMB.6 This tremendous amount of statistical power makes 21cm measurements from the Dark Ages1411

the ultimate probe of the conditions in the early Universe. Exquisite constraints could be expected on many quantities of1412

interest [202], such as the scalar spectral index [206] and primordial non-Gaussianities [101, 102, 207].1413

Before we present a unique science target, let us briefly highlight two observables discussed earlier, namely features (Sec. 2 7)1414

and non-Gaussianties (Sec. 2 8) that a probe of the Dark Ages could significantly improve.1415

The detectability of features at high reshifts depends critically on the amplitude, frequency and scale-location of the features,1416

as well as the angular and redshift resolution of the experiment. Forecast show [208] that a cosmic variance limited 21 cm1417

experiment measuring fluctuations in the redshift range 30 ≤ z ≤ 100 with a 0.01-MHz bandwidth and sub-arcminute angular1418

resolution could potentially improve bounds by several orders of magnitude for most features compared to current Planck bounds.1419

At the same time, 21 cm tomography also opens up a unique window into features that are located on very small scales (k � 11420

Mpc−1).1421

Besides features in the power spectrum, the same physics generally produces features in all primordial correlation functions.1422

The 21-cm field as a probe of non-Gaussianities and specifically to constrain the bispectrum has been explored in Ref. [106].1423

Of particular interest is the possible detection of massive particles in the early Universe. Heavy particles with higher order spin1424

can leave distinct features on higher order correlation function [95, 209]. The signal is predicted to be very small but a detection1425

would present the first evidence for a mass hierarchy as predicted by string theory [94]. Because of the smallness of the signal,1426

21-cm has been suggested [102] to provide the only realistic observable to constrain the presence of these particles. We refer to1427

Ref. [102] for details of the models that could potentially be observed with 21-cm.1428

Now we will present a single example that is rather unique, concerning the potential signatures of primordial gravitational1429

waves in fluctuations of the observed 21cm intensity. We describe these signatures below, and provide estimates for their1430

constraining power on the amplitude of gravitational wave power left over from the early Universe.1431

2. Gravitational tensor modes1432

One of the holiest grails in our attempt to understand the physics of the early Universe is the possible detection of primordial1433

gravitational waves. These can be generated by the same early-universe process that generates the seeds for the (scalar) density1434

fluctuations that we observe in the CMB and large-scale structure. Within the paradigm of inflation, the expected level of1435

5 There is also a hyperfine transition in deuterium nuclei, corresponding to photons with wavelength 92cm. This is in principle observable with the same
interferometers designed for 21cm, and would yield a pristine measurement of the primordial deuterium abundance, but will be a much more challenging
observation than 21cm [201].

6 Assuming 104 independent redshift slices in this redshift range, each with for `max = 106 ' `Jeans [202].
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primordial gravitational waves generated during inflation is measured with respect to the production of scalar fluctuations by a1436

relation of the two primordial power spectra:1437

Pζ = Ask
−3

(
k

k∗

)ns−1

, (8)

Ph = rAsk
−3

(
k

k∗

)nt

. (9)

In single-field slow-roll inflation, some of the parameters above are related by ns = 1− 2η− 6ε, r = 16ε, and nt = −r/8. Here1438

η and ε are two slow-roll parameters, which are proportional to the second and first derivative of the scalar potential respectively1439

and are required to be � 1 for inflation to last a sufficient time to solve the horizon and flatness problems [210]. In more1440

complicated models, including those with multiple fields, deviations from slow-roll, and non-canonical kinetics, these relations1441

will be altered, pick up additional degrees of freedom, or break altogether. The relation between the scale dependence and the1442

amplitude of primordial waves is particularly interesting. A deviation from a red spectrum would indicate a violation of the null1443

energy condition, and suggest the spectrum was not generated from the vacuum (see e.g. [211, 212]), or could rule out inflation1444

as the source of gravitational waves [213].1445

Current attempts using the B-mode polarization signal in the CMB aim to detect r as low as 10−3 [98], providing an interesting1446

science target in terms of the field excursion during inflation [214]. Unfortunately, it is quite possible given the nature of r, which1447

effectively describes the energy scale of inflation, that the actual level of primordial gravitational waves is orders of magnitude1448

below 10−3. Measurements beyond this level will be difficult using CMB B-modes, mostly due to B-modes generated through1449

lensing of E-modes, which obscure primordial B-modes at the level of 102 for ground-based observations. Delensing methods1450

can mitigate a large fraction, but this becomes increasingly hard for smaller values of r Ok, I have to check this statement more1451

carefully. At the very least we know there wont be any lensed scalar contribution in 21cm since there is no intrinsic 21cm1452

polarization at high redshift Many other probes of primordial gravitational waves face significant challenges. For example,1453

direct detection using interferometers (e.g. LIGO and (E)LISA) is unlikely given the relatively small scales probed by such1454

experiments [215], and methods utilizing the polarized Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect require very low noise levels in the CMB and1455

an exquisite measurement of free electrons in the Universe [? ].1456

Measurements of large-scale structure during the Dark Ages will be affected by a gravitational wave background in several1457

ways, and observations over a large enough volume have the potential to see these effects at high significance. We will highlight1458

two such effects here:1459

1. Tidal fossils: After a large-scale tensor mode enters the horizon, it will induce a specific kind of inhomogeneity into the1460

statistics of the density field, similar to what happens with the tidal field generated by scalar perturbations at second order.1461

While the original tensor mode will decay with time, its imprint on large-scale structure will not, leaving behind a “fossil”1462

that can be detected at later times using an appropriate estimator [125, 216, 217]. The power spectrum of this estimator is1463

directly connected to the primordial tensor power spectrum, and therefore to the tensor-to-scalar ratio, with constraining1464

power scaling with the inverse of the number of observed modes. Ref. [216] has argued that a Dark Ages survey could use1465

this effect to constrain r to the 10−6 level.1466

2. Curl lensing: Like density fluctuations, gravitational waves can affect the paths of photons as they travel through the1467

universe. Unlike density fluctuations, however, gravitational waves generate a curl component of a reconstructed deflection1468

field. The potential of these curl modes as a probe of gravitational waves has been studied e.g. in Refs. [218–222]. The1469

constraining power of this method also scales with the inverse of the number of modes, and in Ref. [220] it was shown1470

that in principle a measurement of curl lensing from the Dark Ages could provide a constraint as low as r = 10−9.1471

A full treatment of all effects induced due to the presence of large-scale tensor perturbations, including the two effects above, was1472

performed in Refs. [125, 223]. Observationally, it is not evident that all of these effects can be easily separated. In our forecast1473

below, we will assume that tidal fossils and curl lensing can be distinguished. We hope to report in the near future to what extent1474

these effects can indeed be separated (for example, through bias-hardened estimators, as recently explored in Ref. [121] for the1475

case of scalar lensing).1476

We consider a Dark Ages 21cm survey over 30 < z < 150, corresponding to a comoving volume of roughly 900 (h−1Gpc)3.1477

The number of modes is set by the maximum observable wavenumbers along and perpendicular to the line of sight, k‖max1478

and k⊥max. We assume sufficient frequency resolution to access the Jeans scale in the line-of-sight direction, k‖max ∼1479

300Mpc−1. In the transverse direction, we map k⊥max into the corresponding baseline b that can observe that wavenumber.1480

This mapping is redshift-dependent; for the tidal fossil forecast, we evaluate it at z = 30 since this is where the signal to noise1481

peaks. For the curl lensing forecast, we split the survey into four equal redshift bins, evaluate the mapping (and any other relevant1482

redshift-dependent quantities) at the midpoint of each bin, and combine the separate forecasts from the different bins. Note that1483

b is not necessarily the longest baseline present in the instrument, but rather the maximum baseline at which all shorter modes1484

are signal-dominated.1485
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FIG. 20. The minimum value of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r detectable with a Dark Ages 21cm survey, as a function of the maximum baseline b
for which 21cm observations are signal-dominated. Blue and red curves correspond to the tidal fossil and curl lensing methods discussed in the
main text. The corresponding dashed lines indicate floors at which the primordial GW signal becomes dominated by the next-strongest signal
in each method. We find that for b & O(100km), r can be detected at a lower level than with CMB-S4 (∼ 10−3), while an interferometer
covering a large portion of the moon can detect r as low as 10−6. Achieving even a fraction of this precision would be impossible for any
other known probe of primordial GWs. [SF: Make sure this last statement is true!]

For tidal fossils, we adopt the quadratic estimator from Ref. [217], using their expression for the estimator noise with the1486

survey properties given above. For curl lensing, we use a modification of the formalism from Ref. [121], which simply amounts1487

to a change in filters applied to the observed 21cm fluctuations. We ignore nonlinearities in the 21cm field, which will slightly1488

degrade the signal to noise at the longest baselines we consider. The ability to detect lensing is affected by shearing of coordinates1489

at the source redshift by gravitational waves present at that redshift; we incorporate this “metric shear” in our forecasts, following1490

Ref. [218].7 The curl lensing power spectrum is computed using a modified version of CAMB [224], and we compute the 21cm1491

brightness temperature power spectrum following Ref. [207].1492

In Fig. 20, we plot the minimum value of r detectable at 3σ by either method, assuming that primordial gravitational waves1493

are the dominant signal in each case. We have also indicated the levels at which other effects begin to dominate the primordial1494

signal. For curl lensing, vector perturbations generated at second order by primordial scalar perturbations produce the dominant1495

signal if r . 10−5 [225, 226]. Contaminants in the tidal fossil estimator have not been extensively investigated, but tensor1496

perturbations generated by second-order scalar couplings have been found to enter other observables at the level of r ∼ 10−6
1497

(e.g. [227]), so we take this to be the relevant floor.81498

We find that an interferometer with baselines of at least a few hundred kilometers would be able to constrain r to the level1499

of 10−3, equivalent to the target for CMB-S4, with even larger arrays being able to beat this target. Such arrays are clearly a1500

highly ambitious notion, but currently represent the only feasible way to detect primordial gravitational waves at a lower level1501

than CMB-S4. At the extreme limit of feasibility, an array covering a large fraction of the Moon’s surface (corresponding to a1502

maximal baseline of 3500 km, the Moon’s diameter), could in principle detect r as low as 10−6. Achieving even a fraction of1503

this goal would result in a large scientific payoff, which motivates further research and development in this direction.1504

7 Important differences between our forecast and that of Ref. [220] include the incorporation of metric shear, which degrades the signal to noise, and the use of
a fully 3-dimensional formalism that accounts for correlations caused by long modes along the line of sight.

8 These second-order contributions can be exactly computed once the amplitude of scalar perturbations is known, and could in principle then be subtracted
from a measurement of tidal fossils or curl lensing to access values of r smaller than the floors we have quoted. However, cosmic variance will prevent us
from obtaining sufficiently precise measurements for this procedure to work. Our forecasts do not include cosmic variance, and therefore indicate the values
of r that can be detected by a rejection of the null hypothesis that either effect is absent. [SF: This could probably be explained better...]
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5. CONCLUSIONS1505

In this white paper, we have provided an overview of 21-cm cosmology, and argued that there is a unique opportunity for1506

the US cosmology community to take a leading role in this field by beginning to plan for a second-generation experiment. We1507

reiterate three main reasons for doing so:1508

• The experiment will address pressing science questions. There have not been major discoveries implying new physics1509

in the past two decades. The collider experiments, while achieving important milestones such as direct detection of the1510

Higgs boson, have not detected supersymmetry or any other hint of beyond the standard model physics. In cosmology, the1511

minimal w = −1 ΛCDM model has avoided any definitive observational challenge. We are proposing a Stage 2 21-cm1512

experiment that could advance three possible avenues for finding new physics: deviations from the standard expansion1513

history at high redshift, features in the primordial power spectrum, and measurements of primordial non-Gaussianity. The1514

first item has potential to directly address some pressing dark energy questions, such as the timing of dark energy domi-1515

nation, while the second and third items are theoretically well-motivated searches that a large 21-cm array is particularly1516

suited to address. In addition to these cornerstone measurements, the experiment will open up a trove of new capabili-1517

ties, such as providing new sources for gravitational lensing, measuring cosmic expansion in real time, and identifying or1518

characterizing exotic transient phenomena in the radio. Finally, a Stage 2 experiment would represent a crucial proving1519

ground towards the ultimate goal of opening up the cosmic Dark Ages for direct observations.1520

• Now is time to do it. After the current generation flagship dark energy experiments LSST and DESI, there is not an1521

obvious path to continue following in optical dark energy studies. To get an order of magnitude improvement will in all1522

likelihood require a new telescope and large investments. Pivoting to 21-cm would allow US to become a leader in a1523

fundamentally new and different cosmological observable. Moore’s law improvements in the corresponding technology1524

will continue to make this possibility attractive and cost-effective in the foreseeable future.1525

• The US national lab complex has the right expertise. A Stage 2 21-cm experiment will be a large experiment requiring1526

significant R&D and a large analysis collaboration, and will have significant infrastructural and production components.1527

Traditionally, such experiments were done under auspices of the DOE, as the main mission-driven high energy physics1528

agency. In particular, the DOE brings know-how in RF technology from accelerator and light-source facilities, as well as1529

considerable expertise in high-performance computing (which is crucial, given the potentially enormous data volumes of1530

a Stage 2 experiment). Additionally, the experience of building and managing large production programs and scientific1531

communities in large HEP-style collaborations make the DOE a natural home for an experiment like this. As argued, the1532

science case naturally extends beyond dark energy and here other agencies will probably join the effort in a mode similar1533

to how LSST is being built and operated.1534

In the core of this white paper, Chapters 2 and 3, we have made a case for a concrete experimental design that is an order of1535

magnitude larger than the current generation of 21-cm experiments. We have made forecasts and listed the numerous technical1536

challenges. These first steps elucidate the works that lies ahead. The work should progress on three main fronts:1537

• Strengthen the science case. More work needs to be done to strenghten the science case. All science forecasts should1538

be done with the same forecasting code that will use concrete observing strategy and baseline distributions rather than1539

idealized approximations. Special emphasis must be paid to the modelling of instrumental systematics to push beyond1540

forecasts that assume all measurements are thermal noise limited beyond some simple (though conservative) data cuts to1541

deal with foregrounds. These detailed forecasts should be used to optimize the design and understand the pros and cons of1542

different choices for array parameters. The full scientific implications of specific measurements, such as lensing and tidal1543

reconstruction, as well as synergies with other probes and planned surveys, should be better understood.1544

• Research and develop hardware and calibration systems. In Chapter 3, we have outlined a number of developments1545

that must occur before a Stage 2 experiment. Some of them will improve the systematics, and some of them simply control1546

the cost and reliability of such a large experiment. Some of these developments can be designed and tested in laboratory1547

environments, but some will have to employ either 21-cm test-beds such as the BMX experiment at BNL or actual Stage 11548

experiments. These development need to start as soon as possible in order to to be able to converge on an actual design in1549

time.1550

• Fully understand implications of Stage 1 experiments. Stage 1 experiments will provide invaluable experience that1551

should be absorbed. Have they achieved not just the primary scientific goals, but also the expected noise performance and1552

systematics control? What were the dominant issues? On this front, one should take advantage of the considerable US1553

presence in 21-cm experiments targeting Cosmic Dawn and reionization. While the scientific output of these experiments1554

lies beyond the DOE purview, the resulting lessons in hardware and data analysis are directly transferable to our proposed1555

Stage 2 experiment.1556
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Finally, there are programmatic issues with proposing such an experiment. The writing of this white paper helped to generate a1557

kernel collaboration and identify core issues. The next steps are submission to the Astronomy and Astrophysics Decadal Survey1558

and later to the Snowmass and P5 processes, as the beginning of a path towards harnessing the considerable power of 21-cm1559

cosmology.1560
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Appendix A: Forecasting assumptions1563

The Stage 2 experiment was assumed to be a compact array of 6-m fully illuminated dishes in a square grid with 256×2561564

configuration. We assumed integration time of 5 years (at 100% efficiency) over half the sky (fsky = 0.5) with a system noise1565

temperature of Tsys = 50K.1566

At these frequencies is eclipsed by the sky temperature which we take to be

Tsky(f) =

(
f

400MHz

)−2.75

25K + 2.7K. (A1)

This approximation is consistent with assumptions made in the SKA forecasting exercise [AS:cite] and also with effective1567

temperature derived by averaging T−2 over the Haslam 408MHz galaxy map [AS:cite] (i.e. approximately taking into account1568

the inverse variance weighting one might do in practice)1569

The brightness temperature is assumed to be

Tb = 180mK(1 + z)2 (H(z)/H0(z))
−1 ×

(
4× 10−4(1 + z)0.6

)
, (A2)

where the expression in the last bracket approximates the cosmic evolution of ΩHI. This is consistent with [65] and other recent1570

literature. For derivation of brightness temperature, see e.g. [228]. We have in addition assumed evolution of cosmic ΩHI from1571

[229].1572

The total power-spectrum signal observed by the radio interferometer is given by1573

P (k) = (b+ fµ2)2P (k) + PSN + PN, (A3)

where the first term is the large-scale power spectrum modeled using linear biasing and redshift-space distortions, PSN is the1574

shot-noise contribution from halos making up the neutral hydrogen signal (and usually irrelevant) and PN is the noise coming1575

from the finite system temperature of the instrument.1576

At high redshifts considered here, the linear biasing assumption should be an excellent approximation, down the relatively1577

agresive scales of kmax = 0.4h/Mpc (see e.g. Figure 7). For neutral hydrogen large-scale bias and shot-noise, we used results1578

from [44]. While the shot-noise term is highly uncertain, it is also very sub-dominant and does not significantly affects results.1579

We assume a Planck 2015 best-fit cosmology, an assumption that should not affect the results in any significant way.1580

For the system noise, we assumed the limit of uniform coverage in the u− v plane, namely

PN = T 2
sysr

2

(
λ(1 + z)

H(z)

)(
λ2

Ae

)2(
πu2

max

N2
r t

)(
SArea

FOV

)
, (A4)

where r is the comoving distance to the observed slice, λ0 ∼ 21cm is the transition rest-frame frequency, λ = λ0(1 + z) is the1581

observing wavelength, umax is the maximum baseline, Nr si the number of receivers, Sarea is the total survey area and FOV is1582

the field of view of each receiver. Quantity Ae = 3/4πD2η is the area per feed where we for simplicity assume unit efficiency1583

η = 1.1584

The Nw = 3× primary-beam wedge assumption was realised by only considering modes that satisfy

k‖ > k⊥
rH(z)

c(1 + z)
sin(θw), (A5)
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where θw is the maximum angle at which fringes from a monochromatic point source can enter the measurement and be1585

confused with a non-monochromatic source at phase center. Given that beam shape is idealised in our experiment, we take1586

θw = Nw1.22λ/2D9, although other choices can be found in the literature, e.g. θw = Nw1.06λ/2D [230].1587

[EJA:\jcap command not working properly in bib]1588

9 We note that the factor of 2 in the denominator here is ad-hoc, for an airy disk, the first null as measured from the center is at 1.22λ/D and we then take this
distance to represent an effective full width
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